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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In late 1997, USAID/Ukraine developed a strategy for combating the trafficking of woman, a
phenomenon that was on the rise in the Ukraine.  Implementation of portions of that strategy
began in 1998.  Due in part to increased interest on the part of the government in tackling
trafficking, the mission decided to undertake a review of its strategy in October 1999.  At the
same time, the mission requested assistance with the design of the protection component called
for in the original strategy but not at that point fully specified.  The Program Office recruited a
team consisting of MSI consultants, a WID office gender specialist and a Department of Justice
prosecutor to assist with both tasks.  The team reviewed the strategy, found it largely appropriate
but recommended some shifts in emphasis.  The suggested changes do not represent a radical
departure from the mission’s existing program.  The team also designed a protection component,
meant to improve the law and to strengthen its application and enforcement.

In reviewing the situation vis-à-vis trafficking, the team found that data are lacking.  It is
impossible to determine how many women are trafficked, what proportion of the trafficking is
done by large organized crime groups, and how many victims make their way home to the
Ukraine.  The team collected significant anecdotal information about sending oblasts and
receiving countries and about some of the channels used to traffick women.

The team found many heartening signs of progress in the battle against trafficking.  Government
commitment is growing, and several important steps have been taken to address both prevention
and protection.  Many women’s NGOs are active, and more are being formed every day.  While
they operate with very little revenue and a largely volunteer labor force, they are providing
important services that are needed if trafficking is to be reduced.  There are many indications that
government agencies and NGOs are collaborating.  More information about the risks of
trafficking is available, and more hotlines providing direct advice are operating across the
country.  One NGO, La Strada, has formed close links with women’s NGOs in the receiving
countries.  Those relationships are beginning to bear fruit through the provision of help to
Ukrainian victims.  Some returning victims are filing criminal complaints and investigations are
underway.  There are more cases than there were a year or two ago.

Still, there are significant hurdles to cross if traffickers are to be defeated.  The economy is weak
and cannot generate adequate jobs for the at-risk population.  Social safety net assistance is
minimal due to the lack of government resources. Higher education also costs money that some
young women do not have, so they drop out too soon.  The education system is not linked to
market demand, so many young women do not complete school with skills and knowledge
required in the market place.  Supplementary skills training can and is being provided but the
numbers of beneficiaries are very small. The low status held by women contributes to the
trafficking problem.  Gender discrimination and sexual harassment on the job seem pervasive.
Rising levels of domestic violence are the natural consequence of high levels of unemployment
and the alcoholism that often comes in unemployment’s train.  Mass media glamorize the West
and show life-styles to which young women aspire.  All these constitute powerful “push” and
“pull” factors, inclining young women to accept dubious offers of work abroad.  The team
believes that the mix of push and pull factors may vary from one oblast to another and that more
knowledge about these dynamics is needed to develop regionally-appropriate strategies.
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There is little information about what happens to returned victims.  The only NGO to have much
contact with returned victims is La Strada, which has seen 122 victims in the last eight months.
Services established at least partially for victims seem to be used more for those locked into
abusive domestic relationships.

Increasing the number of prosecutions and convictions in any significant way will be difficult.
International cooperation with the main receiving countries is scant.  Receiving countries often
deport foreign prostitutes without conducting any kind of an investigation.  Ukrainian women
generally leave the Ukraine legally – the more obvious elements of the crime take place in other
countries, where victims may be issued new, false documents and may be bought and sold from
one brothel owner to another.  Much more help is needed from the receiving countries,
particularly those in the west that have more sophisticated criminal investigation capabilities.
Ukrainian government official involved in investigating organized crime uniformly note that
they need more help in tracking down gangs operating internationally.

Prosecution is also hampered because many victims do not want to testify.  They are legitimately
frightened of the traffickers, and they do not trust the government to keep them safe.  They want
only to put their trauma behind them.  Few services are available to help them heal physically,
emotionally and financially.  The government cannot guarantee their safety and does not have
the funds for expensive witness protection programs.  In addition, organized crime penetration of
the legal system and widespread lack of knowledge of the law and of trafficking as a problem on
the part of judges and law enforcers may hamper progress.  The latter is easier to address than
the former – many NGOs are currently involved in conducting awareness-raising workshops
with the police, prosecutors and judges.

While hard data about trafficked women are not available, the team believes that those women
most at risk are those between 15 and 25.  There is some evidence that suggests that a preference
is growing for young girls and that a rising number of prostitutes are in the 12 – 15 year old age
range.  We do not know whether rural, small town or urban women are most at risk of being
trafficked.  A recent IOM study suggests that young women are most likely to be trafficked if
they have weak family ties, are unemployed or working in an unskilled or low-skilled job.
Polish data, which may or may not be relevant to Ukraine, suggest that young women from small
towns and rural areas are the most likely to be victimized.

1. Strategy Review

The team recommends the following strategy priorities:

• The mission should help improve the availability of data so that prevention strategies can be
better targeted.  Setting up systems which would improve the flow of data between receiving
countries and the Ukraine may be an important first step toward better collaboration in
investigations.  Data also need to be collected inside Ukraine to learn more about the
demographics of women who are trafficked.

• Oblast or regional prevention plans should be developed.  These should take into account the
specific factors driving trafficking in that area.

• The team believes that it is important to target principally (but not necessarily exclusively) a
younger age group in prevention efforts (early teens to 25).  This group is more likely to be
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struck by the glamour of the West and more likely to fall prey to false enticements through
naivete.  Targeting this group in information campaigns, leadership training and job skills
training skills is important.

• Mass media channels need to be used to convey information on a continual basis.  Regional
channels should be used as well as national.  Face to face contact is also important, so
workshops held at schools, clubs and other sites play a significant role in providing
information.  Shorter messages, played more frequently, may make more sense than longer
dramatizations, which often cannot be given adequate air time because the costs of buying
the time are prohibitive.

• Hotlines provide a key service in giving young women a place to take their questions, once
they have heard a PSA.  There may be a particular need for them in rural areas.

• Job search and job skills training are vitally important but no one knows the success rates of
the various programs in place.  Some additional research should be undertaken to ascertain
the proportion of  “graduates” actually finding jobs.  This research might provide very useful
information for developing or adapting skills training programs.

• Microenterprise training is probably most suitable for a somewhat older audience of women
than our recommended target group.  It is not a panacea for the lack of opportunities in rural
areas.  The team would like to suggest a harder look at what might work for women living in
rural areas, where jobs are scarce.

• There is growing interest in assisting the victims of domestic violence.  Services (legal,
medical, psychological, economic) are beginning to be available.  While the team agrees with
the generally-held view that domestic violence constitutes a push factor for trafficking, we do
not know the proportion of trafficked women who come from violent families.  In the
absence of that knowledge, we have reservations about the expenditure of scarce trafficking
funds on domestic violence activities.  USAID does have separate funding available to it to
address domestic violence in this region, and we believe that those funds should be used for
domestic violence activities, permitting limited trafficking moneys to be devoted to
interventions that will have a more direct impact on trafficking.

• The team found that the Ukrainian NGO La Strada plays a key role in combating trafficking.
We believe that many of the NGO’s activities are vital.  We recommend mission support for
La Strada to help it fill its role better.  Since a direct grant is unlikely, setting aside a portion
of funds under the next CA might make most sense.  La Strada interventions which would be
worth funding include the development of relations with receiving countries’ women’s
groups, the development of working relationships with Ukrainian and foreign consular
officials, the development of school curriculum, advocacy vis-à-vis the legal and regulatory
framework, the hotline (the largest in the country) and the provision of public information,
and services for returned victims.

2.  Improving Protection – Design of a Legal Component

In thinking through possible objectives for the legal component, the team hoped to come up with
a design which would strengthen the legal framework (thereby improving the protection of
victims and potential victims as well as easing the prosecution of traffickers), establish an
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environment in which victims would be willing to come forward to file a criminal complaint,
improve the ability of law enforcement to investigate cases, and strengthen the ability of the
judiciary to apply the law.  These are important objectives and worth pursuing but resources are
slender and the difficulties considerable.  We believe that USAID can assist in strengthening the
legal and regulatory framework.  It can also increase the knowledge of judges of Ukrainian law
and international treaties which can be used to safeguard the rights of victims.  With INL and
DOJ cooperation, the capabilities of law enforcement vis-à-vis trafficking and organized crime
can and is being strengthened.  USAID can also help hold the government’s feet to the fire by
supporting NGOs and the media in tracking legal cases as they develop and in developing closer
relationships with law enforcement.

The main elements of the legal component design are as follows:

• Improvement in the legal, policy and regulatory framework

While statute 124 establishes a good basis for prosecuting traffickers, it may be deficient in some
respects.  Revisions may be needed but it may make most sense to approach those after a year or
two, when experience in prosecuting several cases will provide a better sense of what changes
are really required.  A new draft criminal code is also being considered by the Rada.  Language
in this needs to be consistent with Statute 124 and should also include other provisions which
would ease the prosecution of traffickers, such as compensation for victims from confiscated
assets, plea bargaining and restraining orders.

USAID would fund the translation of relevant international treaties such as CEDAW into
Ukrainian.  These treaties, once ratified, have the force of law but have not been officially
translated.  Therefore, they are unavailable to prosecutors and judges.

Other potential areas of reform include commercial advertising or “truth in advertising” laws, the
regulations for missing person searches, and the registration requirements for companies
providing jobs abroad or advice about jobs abroad.

Two approaches are recommended for improving the legal and regulatory framework:  1) the
provision of expert TA, including exposure to successful models from elsewhere; and 2) funding
for civil society groups to analyze the law and formulate and advocate for improvements.

• The development of a legal case database

Both the government and its citizens need to be able to figure out what is happening with those
legal cases being pursued.  Are there too few cases, are they not pursued vigorously enough, is
evidence difficult to gather, is there adequate collaboration from the receiving countries
involved, do important cases not make it to trial, do judges routinely convict and then award
suspended sentences, etc.?  Such information will allow donors and the government to take
remedial action.  A database should be established, probably in the Ministry of the Interior or the
Ombudswoman’s office, and details on trafficking cases should be required from rayon and
oblast level courts, the militsia and the procuracy.  Some of the information should be available
to the media and the general public, as well as to NGOs working on trafficking.

• Systems for investigating, prosecuting and adjudicating trafficking cases should be improved
in target oblasts.
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Funding does not exist for achieving country-wide improvements, so the team recommends a
narrower geographic focus on one, two or three oblasts.  Within the pilot oblasts, INL, DOJ and
USAID would work to strengthen skills and improve systems.  Victim services would also be
strengthened, via the current CA for trafficking, and links between law enforcement and NGOs
tightened.  The team would expect to see more cases being more thoroughly investigated, more
skillfully prosecuted and more fairly adjudicated.  The number of oblasts selected would depend
on the implementing mechanism used.  Because funding is so limited, the team examined
existing implementation mechanisms and laid out a series of trade-offs with respect to each.
Those considered included:

1) folding the legal component into the larger rule of law program planned by the DG team;
2) including the legal design in the new RFA for a follow on to the Winrock-implemented

program;
3) writing a task order for one of the DG Center’s rule of law IQCs or drawing on one of their

rule of law cooperative agreements; and
4) writing a separate RFA or RFP.

These are listed in descending order of preference.

• Provision of improved information to judges

It is not possible to train all 6000 judges.  Therefore, judicial benchbooks on trafficking would be
prepared.  These would include relevant Ukrainian law as well as appropriate sections of
international treaties.  Suggestions would be given for the application of these laws.  Benchbooks
would be distributed at minimum one for every rayon court, but in the main sending oblasts, the
team recommends providing a copy to every judge who hears criminal cases.  These benchbooks
could be updated as legislation changes.

• Provision of grants to NGOs and other institutions (i.e., law school clinics) to work with law
enforcers and judges

The team found during its information gathering that several NGOs provide awareness training
on trafficking and domestic violence issues to the militsia and the procuracy.  The team
recommends the provision of small grants to such groups to continue with this kind of training.
The training has two advantages:  1)  it changes attitudes and increases understanding in key law
enforcement personnel about the problem of trafficking; and 2) it helps develop closer relations
between law enforcement and the NGOs working on trafficking.  In addition, it is probably the
most effective way to reach more remote rural law enforcement personnel.
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BACKGROUND

In late 1997, US First Lady, Hillary Rodham Clinton, helped launch USAID/Ukraine’s first anti
trafficking strategy with her now well-known statement that “It is a violation of human rights
when women are trafficked, bought and sold as prostitutes…this is nothing less than modern-day
slavery.”  In follow up to the First Lady’s visit, USAID/Ukraine produced An Integrated Strategy
to Address the Trafficking of Ukrainian Women in January 1998.  In addition to providing an
overview of the scope of the phenomenon, the Strategy outlined an action plan for USAID to
pursue to respond to the crisis.  Structured within the framework of the US Government’s
approach – Prevention, Protection and Prosecution – the Strategy delineated specific actions to
be undertaken within each of USAID’s programmatic areas.

The US First Lady’s visit to Ukraine coupled with the Mission’s adoption of the new Strategy
helped focus national and international attention on the growing epidemic.  In 1998, an RFA was
issued by the USAID/Ukraine mission to respond to the immediate needs of potential and actual
trafficking victims.  Other existing USAID funded activities were requested to redirect a portion
of their activities to address trafficking. In addition, other USG agencies became active,
including USIS, INL and PRM.

At the same time, the Government of Ukraine has made a notable commitment to address the
problem.  In 1997, the government issued an official decree establishing the National Task Force
on the Prevention of Trafficking of Persons.  New anti-trafficking legislation was formally
adopted by the state in the Rada (parliament) in March 1998, and the Government’s Ombudsman
for Women and the Family has championed the issue both domestically and internationally.

Much has changed since January 1998.  Today, more information is available on trafficking than
was available a year or two ago.  New problems contributing to trafficking have been identified,
and new solutions are being explored.  National and international efforts and other donor
initiatives to address trafficking have started to have an impact on the problem.  Ukrainian NGOs
have become active, and their numbers are growing.  These dynamics, coupled with increased
international attention focused on the issue, signaled the need for USAID to revisit and revise its
original strategy.  In addition, increasing government interest in prosecuting traffickers made the
time ripe for designing a program to help the government enforce the new anti-trafficking
statute.

METHODOLOGY

In October 1999, USAID recruited a team to conduct both a strategy review and the design of a
legal component for that strategy.  Six team members, spending varying time in country, took
part in the exercise, including a political scientist, a gender specialist funded by the WID office,
an assistant district attorney from Dedham, Mass., a federal prosecutor funded by the DOJ, a
trafficking project manager with IOM in Kyiv, and a domestic violence specialist.

The team conducted extensive interviews, using semi-structured interviewing formats.  See
Annex  D for a list of those interviewed.  Interview questions shifted over time as the team’s
knowledge grew.  Some team members worked primarily on the strategy review while others
worked principally on the legal design.  The team leader worked on both components.  In
addition, some cross-interviewing was done, in order to deepen perspective.
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In addition, the team collected and reviewed a variety of documents, from USAID and other
sources.  These included USAID strategy and project documents as well as studies and
publications.  Examples include IOM’s survey report, the study of the Kharkiv Women’s Studies
Center on female unemployment and sexual harassment, the Lviv International Conference
Report of 1998, a study of women in small business in Donetsk, and the like.

Team members visited Kharkiv, Donetsk and Lviv and conducted a range of interviews with
NGOs, government leaders and university researchers.

The first part of this report suggests ways in which USAID might consider shifting its existing
strategy in response to new information and new national and international activities underway
to combat trafficking.  These recommendations build upon existing program initiatives and the
principles set forth in the original strategy.  They are designed to better respond to the changing
nature of the problem and to take advantage of new opportunities that have presented
themselves.

The second part of the report lays out the design for the legal component.  Budgets for this
component are detailed in Annex A.

Annexes B and C analyze Ukraine’s trafficking statute and the importance of establishing better
bilateral cooperation between the Ukraine and the principal receiving countries.

Annex D presents the names of those interviewed by the team.  We wish to thank all listed for
giving so generously of their time.

Annex E presents an activity matrix which summarizes the work of groups involved in fighting
trafficking.

Finally, Annex F presents the mission’s scope of work.
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PART 1  STRATEGY REVIEW

I. OVERALL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Summary of Key Findings

• There is growing awareness of trafficking as a serious problem in the Ukraine.  Government
commitment to addressing trafficking seems generally strong.  Momentum for action is
building.  A national council to encourage cooperation between government ministries and
other concerned parties has recently been formed and is headed by the Rada’s ombudswoman
for human rights.  Police investigations have increased as have prosecutions.  The Ministry of
Education is developing curricula for school children in different grades.  Links between
NGOs and government agencies are growing stronger and there seems to be considerable
trust on each side.

• Reliable data are in short supply.  Little research seems to be underway. No one knows how
many women are trafficked each year.  Inadequate cooperation with the primary receiving
countries makes it difficult to learn more about who is being trafficked, how they are being
trafficked and what can be done to help them.  It also makes it much more difficult to
prosecute cases because in many instances, the crime takes place abroad.  Ukrainian women
often leave Ukraine legally.  Sometimes, receiving countries’ officials simply deport foreign
prostitutes, without undertaking any kind of investigation.

• Until quite recently, traffickers have operated with relative impunity.  Thanks to the new
statute and rising levels of awareness, there are now legal cases, in varying stages of
investigation and prosecution. Prosecutions are on the rise although it is too early to tell with
what result.  The first judgment rendered was for a suspended sentence because it was a first
offense.  We do not know why the sentence was so light.  There are several possibilities,
among them a lack of expertise on the part of the judge vis-à-vis elements of the law that
could be used to counter trafficking and a weakness in the Statute.  Cases do need to be
tracked both by the government and the NGOs to find out if the Statute is having the desired
impact.

• It is likely to remain difficult for the government to prosecute cases, both because of
weaknesses in collaboration with receiving governments and because women are reluctant to
testify.  While some avenues for witness protection exist (see the legal component design in
section II. of this report), the US approach of changing identities and moving locations is
prohibitively expensive and out of reach of the GOU.  Better services for victims
(counseling, medical assistance and the like) could help encourage women to come forward,
but these services are very expensive and probably cannot be provided to large numbers of
returned victims.

• Unemployment, which is suffered disproportionately by women, constitutes the most
powerful push factor.  Government unemployment statistics (which do not capture the full
dimensions of the problem) show more than twice as many women as men unemployed in
1996 and almost twice as many unemployed in 1997.

• The low status suffered by women contributes to the trafficking problem.  Gender
discrimination and sexual harassment on the job seem pervasive.  These factors combined
with an economy in crisis may lead women to conclude that their hopes for obtaining
satisfactory employment in Ukraine are slight.
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• Common sense dictates that domestic violence, which is a serious problem in the Ukraine,
constitutes a push factor, but we do not know how to weigh its importance in comparison to
other push and pull factors.

• The conditions of life in the West, as displayed in the media, constitute an important pull
factor for young women.

• Recruitment channels vary, from media advertisements to friends and neighbors.  One
Ukrainian school teacher has even been arrested for allegedly trying to recruit her students.
In a study conducted in the Netherlands of 155 foreign trafficked women, 19 of the 35 CIS
and Eastern European respondents said that they were recruited by friends, acquaintances and
family.  Twelve respondents indicated that they were recruited by individuals they met on the
street or at discos, clubs and cafes.  These data suggest the importance of informal
recruitment channels.

• The age range targeted by traffickers may be declining.  The team heard of girls as young as
12 being trafficked.

• Girls in orphanages and towns with high parental absentee rates may be particularly
vulnerable to trafficking.  The British organization Know How did a survey of high school
students in a border town in the west of Ukraine.  Twenty percent of the respondents reported
that their mother was working abroad.  We learned of other towns in the east where children
as young as ten have been left under minimal or no supervision while parents migrated
elsewhere for work.

• Some incidence of trafficking for domestic servitude exists.  This may be on the rise.
• Internal trafficking for prostitution does exist – principally we think to the Crimea and

Odessa in the summer months.  One women’s health NGO in Lviv (Salus) noted that they
treat young women who engage in occasional prostitution, to help pay the bills.  Internal
prostitution may bring young women in contact with traffickers and may tend to lower the
barriers to seeking similar work abroad.

• Current trafficking programs at the oblast level seem to have the same mix of ingredients,
albeit with different levels of funding, despite possible differences in the mix of push and
pull factors.

• Considerable public information has been undertaken but it has been erratic.  For example,
only one TV film has been shown in the last year and PSAs have dropped off.  Regional-
level outreach continues and is important but funding limitations mean that there are serious
limits on coverage.

• Inadequate evidence exists on the results of retraining programs.  Some “graduates” clearly
do find jobs after the training but the true dimensions are unknown.  This makes it difficult to
plan future courses.  Many retraining programs are very short – from two days for developing
your own business to 15-20 hours for computer training.

• We do not know how many returned victims there are.  Presumably, their numbers are
considerable.  Almost everyone we encountered told us a story about a returned victim.
Many of these stories may be apocryphal but it is likely that some portion of them are true.
However, very few NGOs working in this area are seeing returned victims.  La Strada is one
of the few.  It has received calls from 122 returned victims over a recent eight month period.
We do not know why returned victims do not call seeking help.  A number of factors may be
involved:  shame, fear, distance from the NGO service provider, lack of knowledge about the
NGOs providing help, and a legitimate recognition that not much help is actually available.

• La Strada notes that returned victims vary widely in terms of their needs when they return.
Some who have been through support services in Holland or Austria may be fine.  Others
who return from Turkish or Arab prisons will be extremely traumatized and terrified.
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• La Strada plays a key role in rescuing victims, developing collaborative channels with law
enforcement and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and in developing effective ant-trafficking
strategies.  There is no other NGO that either has these connections (both internally and
externally) and can play this role.  Funding currently is inadequate to allow them to expand
activities in needed directions.   Some existing activities, such as the hotline (the largest and
best known in the country) are at risk due to grants coming to an end.

These findings and the conclusions we draw from them are discussed in the following sections,
as are the team’s recommendations.

B. Data Collection and Analysis

There are currently no reliable data on trafficked women.  Only limited urban data are available
on the attitudes of potential victims of trafficking.  For example, we cannot answer the following
questions:

• Are rural women more at risk than urban?
• Are teenagers more at risk than 25 year olds?
• Are high school graduates more at risk than university graduates?
• Are some regions more at risk than others?
• What decides one unemployed women to seek work abroad while another will avoid that

route?
• Are women living in violent homes more likely to be trafficked?  What proportion of

trafficked women come from violent homes?
• What proportion of trafficked women are recruited by formal advertisements as opposed to

informal networks of friends/acquaintances?
• What are the specific channels of trafficking (for example, might some women first be

trafficked to Odessa to work as prostitutes there and then move on abroad)?

There may be common sense answers to some of these questions, but it is always possible that
the common sense answers are wrong.  We do not know about the precise mix of push and pull
factors that makes victims fall prey to trafficking.

This lack of information makes it very difficult to 1) design effective strategies to combat
trafficking and 2) to gauge the impact of current programs.  The assessment team identified the
need for two types of data:

1. Demographic Data on Those Trafficked

These data would include the numbers of women trafficked; the characteristics of those women
(age, home town, education level, recruitment channel, work status, etc.); numbers of returning
victims; number of victims in each receiving country; points of entry and departure; numbers of
legitimate visas processed; and the status of cases pending.

Such data may exist in scattered sources in host countries, embassies, border posts and court
dockets and among law enforcement institutions in various countries.  To date, there has been no
one source charged with collecting international and national data.  Nor is there any uniformity
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in the data collected, even among the EU countries.  EU uniformity of reporting may come with
time, but such data would still be incomplete as major trafficking destinations for Ukrainian
women include Russia, Turkey and Israel.  Some women also end up in Japan and the UAE.

Ukrainian data may improve as IOM helps the border guards install the Pisces system for
recording who leaves and who enters the country.  However, this system is currently being
installed on a target basis.  It may take some years before it operates country-wide.  The best that
can perhaps be hoped for now might be to obtain sporadic information on arrests made from
receiving countries, probably principally in Europe.  If some improvements can be made in the
demographic data receiving country police collect and if those data can be shared with the GOU
and NGOs working on trafficking, then analyses can be done and strategies altered to fit growing
knowledge.  IOM would be willing to use its good offices to obtain such data from select
European countries, but would need some funding to do so.  We suggest the mission consider
funding a pilot with one or two countries (perhaps Holland should be included) to see if enough
case records can be compiled that analysis is worthwhile.

Stronger cooperation between receiving and sending countries is vital.  See Annex C for more
ideas on promoting collaboration.

2. KAP (Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices) Studies on the Populations
Thought to be at Risk

IOM sponsored one study, which looked at urban attitudes.  This was a good start, but is
important to learn more about the knowledge of target groups about trafficking and how it
happens and also about the mix of push and pull factors that go into decision making for each
age group in the target pool.  Such information can help in the development of more refined
strategies that target particular groups at risk.

There are currently a number of Ukrainian organizations that could perform such data collection
and analysis. The Kharkiv Center for Women’s Studies, an NGO in Kyiv called Fifty-Fifty, and
the KIIS appear to have the capacity and to conduct such studies.  Two other capable research
organizations mentioned by Freedom House are the Ukrainian Center for Independent Policy
Research in Kyiv and the Institute for Reform, also in Kyiv.  Neither is currently involved in
women’s issues but both could be.  Currently, KIIS is conducting a survey with World Bank
funding on problems Ukrainian women face.  One section of the study deals with trafficking.
The report may not be of much direct help because it apparently asks only about the level of
knowledge women have about Statute 124 and the government’s actions to combat trafficking.
However, once the report is released, USAID should review it to see if it casts additional light on
reshaping the strategy.

USAID should consider sponsoring some level of both quantitative and qualitative research in its
revised strategy.  Survey research is very inexpensive in Ukraine.  Preliminary estimates from
KIIS suggest that a survey with 1200 respondents could be conducted for under $8000.  Some
preliminary external TA (preferably from someone with a knowledge of both trafficking and
survey research) might be advisable to ensure that the survey is set up so that it produces the kind
of data required.

Once research is conducted, it can be used to target public information campaigns. It also needs
then to be converted into policy recommendations and advocacy and actual service delivery
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programs.  Reportedly, most Ukrainian NGOs are weak in terms of being able to formulate
policy and advocate for change.  We think La Strada is one group on the trafficking side that can
do this.  The Kharkiv Center for Women’s Studies may also have this capability.

C. Developing Regional Approaches

Ukraine is a large and diverse country.  The differences in the configuration of push and pull
factors affecting trafficking among the oblasts may be profound.  For example, Donetsk and
Dniepropetrovsk have very high rates of over all unemployment.  This constitutes a powerful pus
factor.  Kharkiv is more prosperous, so unemployment may be less of a push, but it is also on the
way east to Russia, and thus constitutes a major trafficking route.  Women from Kharkiv may get
caught up in that route.  In Odessa, it is reported that drug dependency among victims is a major
push factor – a phenomenon not mentioned in the other regions.  The more rural areas of the
country pose certain problems for public information campaigns that do not present themselves
in the more urban metropolis of Kyiv.  Similarly, each region has a different mix of resources.  A
progressive mayor in one town may provide opportunities for action that might be unheard of in
another town.  Likewise, different NGOs operating in different areas provide capabilities and
strengths to be harnesses in defense against trafficking.

Because each oblast has its own unique configuration of problems, push and pull factors
affecting trafficking and available resources to combat them, the likelihood that the same
strategy will work equally well in all regions would seem to be slight.  A more fruitful approach
may be to tailor the strategic responses in each oblast  to meet the unique mix of push and pull
factors that exist within that oblast.

More in-depth regional assessments would be an important tool in refining such strategies.  Such
an assessment could be conducted by each of the Winrock anti-trafficking centers, with the
assistance of the G/WID office through its WIDTECH and WIDSTRAT projects.  It might
include a list of local resources that could be harnessed within each region, a detailed exploration
of push and pull factors in each region, the demographic characteristics of at risk groups,
relevant NGOs, and resources available to combat trafficking.  The regional analyses would then
be used to determine the configuration and range and amount of resources needed to assist local
efforts.    An analysis could be done in one region on a pilot basis and a decision made about
continuing the effort if the first one seems worthwhile.  Certainly, the team recommends
conducting a regional assessment in advance of opening any new “ women for women” center.

D. Information Coordination

Another consideration for the anti-trafficking strategy is the coordination of information among
the USAID projects and the USG players as well as the institutional interface with national and
international bodies.  The assessment team noted that the health community is likely to have the
most direct access to returning victims.  However, such data on returning victims are not
reported to the anti-trafficking centers or La Strada for follow up.  Victims are also not
necessarily referred to groups which could provide counseling or retraining.  Similarly, NGOs
providing skills training may not be aware of a new investment project (e.g., the establishment of
the Cargill factory in Donetsk) scheduled to locate in their town.   Public information campaigns
might be duplicating target audiences as donor agencies or NGOs proceed along their own
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discrete trajectories.  To ensure that USG initiatives compliment each other and limited resources
are used strategically, USG entities and others working in trafficking must seek to coordinate
their efforts. As more and more multilateral agreements on trafficking are underway and as the
work of the Ombudsman’s office starts to develop, there will also be an increased need for an
institutionalized coordinating body within USAID.

II. PREVENTION

A. Public Information

Since 1997, there have been a series of public information campaigns in Ukraine. As part of the
joint US-EU Initiative on Prevention of Trafficking in Women, PRM/DOS sponsored an urban
information campaign, which was implemented by the International Organization for Migration
(IOM).  USAID is also sponsoring the production of a docu-drama series that is scheduled to be
broadcast next year, and dissemination activities are conducted through the USAID-financed
Trafficking Prevention Program, which is implemented by Winrock.  UMREP, IREX and
Internews have also been involved in introducing journalists to trafficking issues.  In addition,
there have been a number of more limited public information efforts sponsored by the PAS of the
U.S. Embassy (formerly USIS).

Awareness of the pitfalls of migration abroad for employment purposes, particularly in urban
areas. Many informants conveyed their impressions that young women in urban areas are
becoming more suspicious about employment offers abroad.  In response, recruiters are changing
their strategies.  A few years ago, young women may not have known what a visa was, but now
the questions which NGOs and hot-lines receive are becoming more sophisticated. Some may be
shifting their business into the smaller and more remote towns and villages.  Thus, women in
small town and villages may now be more at risk.  They also tend to have less access to
information than their urban sisters do.

It may not be easy to persuade women to adapt their behavior to the messages.  Stories circulate
of women who have had good experiences and have brought or sent money home.  Even those
who return with small amounts of money are said to count themselves fortunate.  Sporadic
information about the risks of working abroad is countered daily by glitzy images on TV and in
magazines and the movies of life in the West.  In addition, extreme economic deprivation may
make a woman feel that she has no choice.

The team believes that it is vital for USAID to continue to invest in public information.  One- off
information campaigns have proven themselves to be effective but they eventually end and over
time their impact dissipates.  In addition, the target group is always changing, with children
entering adolescence. The team particularly proposes targeting messages to teenagers and
women in their early 20s.  The team’s recommendations for continued public education are as
follows:

 1. Direct Public Education Campaigns to Rural Areas

Informants reported that rural areas have less awareness of the issue of trafficking. One
suggestion was to rely more on radio as people in the rural areas may be less likely to watch TV.
The national radio station was suggested by several informants as the best channel for reaching a
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rural audience. Schools and local administrations were also suggested as effective points of
contact.

2. Public Education Campaigns Should be Targeted to Use Regional and Local
Channels

Experts reported that if families only had money for one newspaper, they were more likely to
buy a regional paper than a national one.  Similarly, it was noted that if women see that
trafficking is a reality in their own region or town, then they might be less likely to think they are
immune to the risks of working abroad.  Regional women’s magazines were also seen as an
effective, yet underutilized source of public information. These tend to be passed around so
several women read one copy.

 3. Reaching Out to Youth

In general, the youth population tends to be more naïve, more attracted by the glamour of the
West and more inclined to take risks.  It is very important to target this group and to determine
which channels and which kinds of messages are the best to reach different segments of the
youth audience (i.e., young teens 12-14, older teens 15-19, etc.).  Because of the vulnerability of
this group, we strongly urge that USAID support some market research (see Section I.B.2 above)
to determine what this group knows and how likely they are to take known risks into account in
making decisions.

Suggestions for reaching to this population include:

♦ Focus on schools as the channel through which to conduct dissemination activities.
As the vulnerable population is becoming younger, schools are an ideal place as this
is where the youth are most easily reached and where they can be addressed as an
organized group.  Important points of intervention would be the upper and
particularly final years in high schools, technical schools, universities and other post-
secondary institutions.  It may be especially important to target 11th graders, who may
be leaving school the following year.

♦ Distribute information at local cafes and discotheques.  Discotheques are a typical
gathering point for the youth and in the smaller towns and villages often have only
one discotheque

♦ Disseminate information at rock concerts, and at bars and cafes, which are frequented
by the youth.  If possible, negotiate with performers to have them put out short sound
bytes.

♦ Popular magazines are another good channel through which to disseminate
information.

♦ Girls in orphanages and in towns with high parental absentee rates should be a
particular focus of attention.

Some specialists recommended producing short films for television (i.e., roughly 15 minutes in
length) so that a younger audience will not get bored.  A couple of informants felt that there was
some danger in fictionalizing the issue for fear that the target group would not take made-up
stories seriously.
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Preliminary discussions for an MTV-type music clip have taken place with the representatives of
McDonalds who are willing to consider sponsoring the production of an anti-trafficking film.1

NGOs seem to be active in conducting workshops for young women on trafficking issues.  They
have been working with government actors in the local departments of the Ministry of Education
and local offices of the State Committee of Family and Youth Affairs and State Employment
Centers.  They have also been taking the initiative to conduct seminars in high schools, which
address and discuss with the students the issues of trafficking in women and domestic violence.
Face-to-face outreach may be more convincing than mass media advertising, although it is
probably more expensive.  One advantage is that if provides a channel for a woman thinking
about going abroad to get more information at the point that she needs to make a decision.  It is
possible that NGOs need to coordinate their coverage to a greater extent.  While the team has no
evidence to the contrary, it is possible that the same audiences are reached by different NGOs
covering similar topics.

4. Seasonal Blitz

Experts noted that girls are most vulnerable to trafficking when they leave school either for
summer vacation or for good after secondary school or university.  There is often a desire even
for continuing students to go abroad in summer to earn some money for their studies.  The group
running a hotline in Kharkiv noted that the number of calls increases sharply as the end of the
school year approaches.  Therefore, the provision of more information in late spring that is
targeted at students might be more likely to impact the behavior of at-risk girls.

5. Public Information Campaign Should be Up-dated and Revised to Respond
to New Recruitment Strategies

As awareness of the phenomenon grows, recruiters have been forced to adopt new techniques to
dupe women into taking positions abroad.  Instead of relying on the cover of “exotic dancer” or
“night club worker,” recruiters are now likely to advertise for more mainstream and seemingly
“legitimate” jobs such as au pair or agricultural worker.  Similarly, more and more women and
“friends” are acting as recruiters. Information campaigns should thus be periodically up-dated to
warn women against these new techniques.

 6. More Funding to Air Existing Materials

There was some disagreement among informants concerning the need for more communication
materials versus the need for additional exposure of the materials that already exist.  This is
principally a problem for television and radio, because of the cost of air time to broadcast
materials.  Sometimes, films are shown once and then they disappear from the airwaves.  Social
issue programs are given a discount for air time but the cost is still generally too high for NGOs
to fund repeated broadcasts. Therefore, the team recommends that careful consideration be given
to funding the air time of any new programs developed.  It could also still be useful to finance re-
runs of older programs.

                                                
1 The assessment team would like to credit Ms. Tanya Karpiak for her initiative in approaching McDonald’s for
sponsorship of an MTV-type clip on trafficking.   She has also talked to Radioactive Productions, which has
recruited the popular band Green Gray, to produce the clip.
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7. Continue Public Information Efforts Undertaken by UMREP and Internews

Both UMREP and Internews have been doing good work in the area of public outreach.  IREX
has held one news conference and would be open to doing more but trafficking is currently not
one of their priority topics (although they do try to increase attention to women’s issues
generally).  USAID should continue to make trafficking a priority topic for these media entities.
Once cases start to be prosecuted in significant numbers, it would be useful for the media to
provide coverage of the cases.  This will help serve as a watchdog function on law enforcement.
It might also be useful to provide more attention to gender discrimination in employment and
sexual harassment at work.

Internews plans to do two documentaries, which will consist of personal accounts of trafficked
women this year on its Women’s Journal program.  This may mean that USAID can trim its
plans for a series of docudramas and can put some of the saved money into shorter pieces that are
more likely to appeal to young people.

B. Expand Hotlines that Check on Employment Advertisements

The majority of calls to the anti-trafficking hotlines are calls regarding the legitimacy of
advertisements for work abroad or questions about how to go abroad.  One hotline in Kharkiv,
for example, is dedicated solely to responding to questions regarding employment and travel
opportunities.  Operating one day a week on an annual budget of $5,000 (with an answering
machine for taking messages the other days), this center is one of the most cost effective means
of reaching potential victims.

While it is not always easy to investigate the legitimacy of job offers, we believe that the number
of hotlines operating around the country should be expanded.  Having a place to turn to to obtain
sensible advice is an important corollary to the public information that is provided.  The two
(PSAs and hotlines) operating hand-in-hand are much more likely to have an impact on behavior.
It would also make sense to fund advertising for the existence of these hotlines.

Funding for La Strada’s hotline is about to run out.  This is the largest hotline in the country and
the only one getting calls from significant numbers of returned victims.  We recommend that
USAID, working through its CA with Winrock2, provide funding for the hotline.

C. Target Anti-trafficking Centers to Accommodate the Needs of At Risk Youth

The current USAID strategy targets women aged 15-35.  While sometimes women as old as forty
are trafficked (and we have heard of a rise in trafficking for domestic servitude as opposed to
prostitution) 3, we think it makes sense to reorient the mission’s strategy to target the younger
portion of that range.  Specifically, we suggest the provision of more services to teenagers and
young women below the age of 25.  There is some evidence from Poland which suggests that
most Polish victims are between the ages of 19 and 24, with an increase in those aged 15-18.

                                                
2 If  this is possible.  We understand that with a CA, USAID cannot give direct instructions as it can with a contract.
3  If this is happening, it will expand the age range at risk.
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They tend to be single women without children from those small towns and villages that have
been hit hardest by unemployment.  The majority of Ukrainian victims may also fit this profile.4

Several of the team’s informants noted a fear that the age of recruits into trafficking is declining.
Anecdotal evidence from Europe, including a recent study of several cases in Holland, supports
this.  The fear of HIV/AIDs is one factor in driving down the preferred age of new recruits.  We
have heard of girls as young as 12-15 being trafficked.

It is often reported that one reason young women are so enticed to respond to questionable
advertisements is that they seek the perceived glamour in working abroad.  Many NGO experts
on trafficking feel that many young women will choose the prospect of working abroad over a
job in hand in Ukraine because of what they describe as the “glamour factor.”  This dynamic
suggests that merely extending job opportunities to young women within Ukraine may not be
enough to stem the tide of young women seeking to leave.  While anti-trafficking centers may
never be able to place all at risk youth in jobs, or to fill the demand for scholarships to travel
abroad, at least they will be able to offer some promise of opportunities, if not immediately then
in the plausible future.

It could be beneficial for this population if selected NGOs to maintain a list of legitimate job
opportunities abroad.  This is something that NGOs could easily do with few additional
resources.  The existing Winrock-supported anti-trafficking centers could play an enhanced role
in the community and respond to the needs of the target groups by providing services such as:

• Lists of legitimate job opportunities abroad (those listed through government youth
agencies, US au Pair service, etc.)

• Academic opportunities abroad
• Language scholarships
• Junior year abroad programs
• Internships and apprenticeship programs
• Skill and language training programs
• Youth support and referral services
• Legal assistance for youth – especially to obtain legal visas
• Maintain a youth job data base
• Liaise with programs sponsored by the Ministry of Youth
• Health awareness information and referral

Ukraine has a long tradition of different programs for youth.  There is also a tradition of young
people working in agricultural work in neighboring countries during the summer growing
season.  The proposed youth programs and services could easily build upon this long-standing
tradition.

The team would like to see some experimentation done with summer leadership camps for 11th

grade girls.  It is important to target this group because some will be leaving the education
system after this year and they will need real world skills.  A camp could provide leadership
skills, awareness of gender issues (including trafficking), reproductive health, job search skills,
                                                
4 In a study of 155 cases in the Netherlands in 1994, most of the respondents were under 25 and many were 15-18
years old.
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and computer and English language training.  Enrollment would need to be at no cost in order to
capture those most at risk.  One group in Kiev, the Ukrainian Women’s Social and Education
Center, would be interested in running such camps.  They have access to a network of American
and Canadian volunteers who come over each summer to teach English.  In addition, through the
work of the President, who owns a travel agency, discounted rates could perhaps be arranged
with hotels or sanatoria.  If overnight camps seem too expensive, day camps could be organized
using school buildings that are vacant over the course of the summer.

D. Expanding Economic Alternative to the at-Risk Group

The recent IOM study suggests that those most at risk are young women, who are unemployed or
who work in unskilled or low skilled jobs and who have weak family ties.   Providing alternative
economic opportunities for at risk youth is perhaps the single most effective means to combat
trafficking.  It is also the most problematic. Absorbing young, unskilled high school leavers with
no particular skills into their national economies would be a difficult task even within the
strongest of economies.  In a contracting labor market such as Ukraine’s, it becomes a nearly
impossible feat.  Such efforts are particularly problematic given that the traditional “fall back” or
“default” strategies aimed at increasing women’s access to income generating opportunities, such
as micro finance programs and micro credit schemes.  While these may be effective in increasing
the incomes of older women, they seem inappropriate for young girls.  Most informants agreed
that micro-enterprise appealed to an older group of women – one with lower expectations and
greater tolerance for erratic income flows.  In a recent survey of businesswomen (admittedly, not
microentrepreneurs but rather small and medium sized business owners) in Donetsk region, 94%
of the respondents were over 30.5  Only 6% fell in the 20-29 age range.

Given the current economic situation in Ukraine, proving economic alternatives and
opportunities for at-risk girls demands a multi-pronged approach.

1. Supply Side Labor Market Forces

While the jobs in Ukraine are few, there are still some jobs to be had.  Young, at risk women and
girls are currently disadvantaged in getting these jobs because they are untrained in the relevant
skills.  In addition, like all women, they are often discriminated against by employers, who prefer
male workers.  Therefore, addressing the supply-side dynamics will require both improving
women’s access to skills training and addressing issues of gender discrimination and harassment,
and enforcement of existing labor legislation provisions.

a) Expanding Training Opportunities

There are currently several solid NGOS that provide training in relevant skills such as English,
business Ukrainian and computer skills to at risk women and girls.  Such efforts should be
expanded and directed to a younger age group than seems currently to be the case.  One thing
which is not clear is how much training is required to produce an individual who can find work.
Some effort should go into examining whether 30 hours of computer training is adequate or
whether more is needed.  In some instances, the amounts of training seem very small.  They may
be enough to get someone started but whether an employer shares that view or not is anyone’s

                                                
5  The great majority were in their 40s and had owned their business for an average of four years.
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guess.  Much more information is required about the employment results of existing training
programs.  We also need to do more experimentation and research vis-à-vis rural women.  There
are opportunities in urban areas and towns.  There may be few opportunities in rural areas
suitable for young women, and then no amount of training is likely to lead to employment.
Because of difficulties with housing, it is not easy to relocate to where there are jobs.  The
USAID agriculture project, once it initiates its work, may be able to provide help to young rural
women in the three oblasts of focus.

b) Develop Linkages with State and Private Employment Training Centers

Each municipality has an employment center dedicated to assisting people in finding jobs and
providing a wide variety of training opportunities at no cost.  State Centers vary in terms of their
quality but are generally not seen as providing access to highly skilled individuals.  Most
employers seeking professional staff go directly to private labor recruiting firms, even though the
law dictates that they list vacancies with the state agency.  Private recruiters are selective and
currently are unlikely to include many at risk women in their pool.  The USAID-funded anti-
trafficking centers may wish to establish more direct linkages with both private and state
unemployment centers so they can refer youth to training services (at the state centers) and job
opportunities. Sometimes NGOs do train participants who start off with reasonably high levels of
education and English skills.  Such candidates could be referred to private employment firms.
USAID may choose to subsidize and expand some of the training for at risk youth, or help
establish a “bridge” program to give school leavers more access to skills training.

c) New Biznet Centers Could Provide Free Training for the At Risk Group

The New Biznet Centers currently provide training in computer skills for the rather steep fee of
$40 per course.  This means that the course appeals to upper middle class students and to
employers who can pay to send their staff.  The training is seen as very prestigious.  USAID
could fund New Biznet to offer periodic subsidized computer courses for younger at-risk women.
Basic bookkeeping could also be offered.  The Winrock Centers could do some screening and
recommend students who are at risk but are positioned to take advantage of the training.  Other
women’s NGOs could also refer at risk youth.  One New Biznet Center keeps a c.v. database
which private employers sometimes tap.  Graduates of their courses seeking work include their
names in the database.

d) Continued Training in Job Search Skills

The team believes that the training offered by the Women for Women Centers vis-à-vis job
search and resume writing skills is very important and should continue.  A recent survey of
unemployed women in Donetsk concluded that training women in effective methods of searching
for work was critical.

e) Support Efforts that Address Sex Discrimination in Hiring and Employment

Expanding women’s access to skills training is a useful end onto itself.  Its purpose in providing
at risk women with economic alternatives to trafficking, however, will continue to be limited
unless these very women get hired for the jobs for which they were trained.  While women in the
at risk group may be less vulnerable in the labor market than their older counterparts (women
over 35), they are nonetheless discriminated against by employers.  Women within the at risk
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groups with children are thought to have high rates of absenteeism and young married women
without children are avoided by employers who attempt to skirt paying for maternity leaves.

Winrock’s Women’s Economic Empowerment Program should pay particular attention to
ensuring the success of the labor rights advocacy component of its project.

Addressing gender-based discrimination in hiring and employment will be crucial in ensuring
that trafficking is only a temporary phenomenon and does not become a more permanent feature
of the Ukrainian economy.  While women may be drawn into questionable employment because
of the overall lack of jobs, when the economy does pick up and jobs are created, it is essential
that women have access to these jobs, rather than remain confined to the employment
opportunities that leave them vulnerable to trafficking.

2. Demand Side Labor Market Forces

Improving women’s skills and access to jobs will do little to improve women’s economic
alternatives to trafficking unless more jobs are created.  While the anti- trafficking initiative does
not have the ability to address the structural dimensions of economic reform, it can work to
improve women’s access to jobs by ensuring that women and women’s groups participate in
efforts to stimulate economic growth and job creation within their communities.  Efforts to
encourage such growth must also be based on women’s skill base and not merely focus on
getting jobs for men.  For example, USAID’s Kharkiv Initiative should formally consult with
women’s groups in coming up with an economic development plan.  When investment
opportunities are identified and funded, women should be given opportunities for employment in
them, and retraining should be offered as necessary.  The MSI-implemented Anti-Corruption
Initiative that helped spark the Cargill investment should help ensure that employers do not
discriminate against women in hiring.  Cities that are particularly hit by unemployment, such as
Donetsk and Dniepropetrovsk, might also consider piloting the DOL Labor Adjustment Model6

and pay particularly attention to ensuring women’s representations on worker and community
leader teams.

3. Keep At Risk Girls in School Longer

Even if the economy picks up quickly, it will still be some time before more jobs become
available to at risk youth. In addition to extended skills training opportunities outside of schools,
options for keeping potential school leavers in school longer should be explored.

4. More Effective Targeting for Youth in Social Sector Programs

Another practical step in stemming the wave of youth vulnerable to trafficking would be to
increase the social protection extended to youth and young mothers.  Youth are a traditionally
socially unprotected group.  Some experts feel women fall victim to traffickers because they are
leaving violent domestic situations and feel they have no where to go.  Extending state
subsidized housing to youth would at least give them a space to locate.  Similarly, health and
other support services could be directed at youth.  The difficulty here is that the government is
only able to provide limited social safety net support and advocating for additional assistance for
youth at this point in time is likely to make limited headway.

                                                
6 Rebecca Sewall in the WID office can provide more details on this model if necessary.
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III. REINTEGRATION OF RETURNED VICTIMS

Our understanding is that in 1998, some 800 women who had been deported from other countries
returned to the Ukraine via the Kiev airport.  We do not know the accuracy of this number.  Nor
do we know how many women returned via land borders or the port of Odessa.  There is almost
no information on what happens to returned victims -- whether they stay in Ukraine, leave again,
return to their families or friends, become prostitutes here, or are murdered.  We do not even
know if those who return want to return or whether they were trafficked in the first place.   La
Strada believes that most returned victims go back to their families and rely on them for support.
We have heard of cases though in which it has not proved possible for the woman to return to her
home town.

In each interview conducted by the team, we asked if anyone had had contact with returned
victims.  Almost everyone had a “hearsay” story of some kind—a relative, friend of a friend or
acquaintance who has disappeared or who was killed, but very few people had direct contact
with a victim.  The one outstanding exception is La Strada.  Other grassroots NGOs have, by and
large, not had much connection with returned victims.  Returned victims do not seem to be
calling the various hotlines in existence, except for the one run by La Strada.

The people who seem to have contact with victims are: 1)consular and embassy officials who see
these women in foreign countries; 2)Interpol and border guards; 3) health care professionals who
see women with severe gynecological problems indicating prostitution or repeated sexual
violence (and here they may not always be able to distinguish between prostitution and trafficked
women);  4) La Strada, and some in the NGO community such as the Caritas group in Lviv and
BPL(an NGO)  in Donetsk that have had contact with a small handful of returned women, 4)
parents and friends of some; and  5) militsia and procuracy investigating complaints of
trafficking.  There is also a possibility that NGOs have more contact than was divulged to the
team, but that this information was not shared due to security concerns.

While the contact appears to be minimal at this point—except for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(MFA) and border guards—these channels can be seen as points of intervention for security,
support and reintegration.  Building trust and a sense of security among returned or returning
victims is important.  The greatest impediment to the provision of assistance is going to be fear
and lack of trust.  The team was unable to secure an appointment with the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, although questions were sent over (at the MFA’s request).  The team therefore has little
information concerning how the MFA views trafficking.  Do they view these women as victims
to be assisted in whatever way possible or as criminals to be handed over to police or at best
disregarded once they return to Ukraine?  Because the MFA provides an existing, institutional
network around the region, every effort should be made to involve their consular staff  in
ensuring victims safety whether abroad or returning home. La Strada would like very much to
expand its links with the MFA and to work more directly with their consular officers.  This
would be a good intervention to fund.

The MFA could collect data on requests for assistance from women and/or parents, on women
who are picked up by authorities in another country, jailed Ukrainian women in other countries,
demographic data on women who return to Ukraine, etc.  Ongoing liaison work between MOFA
and La Strada and intermediary groups such as IOM could serve to build relationships and
linkages that ultimately will serve the victims.
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The second point of intervention for some women will be family or friends.  NGOs do seem to
have some minimal contact with family.  At least one case being prosecuted in the courts
currently was brought forward by a family member.  Perhaps there is a way to mobilize families
of the disappeared to provide support networks, to advocate for the disappeared, to prosecute as a
collective group, etc.  Should a more family-oriented approach be taken as opposed to individual
women seeking to make it on their own?  This is only a question to be explored.  If such parents
groups are organized, perhaps they could begin to minimize the stigma and may provide some
security to returnees if the numbers of mobilized parents is great enough.  On another level,
parents can be provided with important support mechanisms such as mothers support groups and
training to understand physical and mental health issues, victim behavior issues, preventing the
family member from leaving again, security measures, legal ramifications, etc.

Another portion of returned women will feel unsafe or too shamed to return to family or friends.
This is why intervention at the point of re-entry to the country is so important.

We have some indication that health care professionals may have the greatest benign contact
with returned victims.  More research on this potential intervention point needs to be explored.
In particular, AIDS testing services, gynecologists, and others may realize that they are treating
or dealing with returned victims but for reasons of confidentiality and lack of training do not get
involved.  NGOs can explore with women’s health care providers how to offer sensitive support,
referral services, and counseling.  Workshops on trafficking for gynecologists may be one idea.
La Strada notes that one of their highest expenses for returned victims is that of medication.

The mental health problems may be more severe than the physical.  Mental health professionals
in Ukraine tend to be in a separate network from the medical profession.  Whether the kind of
mental health services available are appropriate for the level of trauma that these women have,
needs to be explored.  Mental health professionals may provide another point of intervention.  At
this point however, including full time psychologists on the staff of trafficking NGOs seems
somewhat extravagant given the small numbers of returned victims seen.  Even the victims who
contact La Strada are mostly passing through on their way to their home town and so have no
intention of residing in Kyiv for any period.  Most psychologists working with NGOs at this
point are working with victims of abuse and unemployment.  This is an important task, but the
funding should come from elsewhere.

The legal system is another point of intervention—not just for prosecution but to provide support
services, advocacy, information, security, counseling or just letting women know that someone is
trying to help them.

Developing housing and employment opportunities for social and economic reintegration of
victims requires more knowledge about the returned victims.  In the meantime, the greatest need
will be to insure security and safety.  All approaches must give utmost consideration to this fact
over a long period of time.  Another issue will be one of social stigma.  For example, it is
unlikely that victims of domestic violence will be willing to share housing with women they
perceive to be prostitutes or criminals.  Shelters will surely have security breaches and therefore,
will not be safe for returned victims.

One option for temporary housing might be to consider funding an NGO such as La Strada to
lease apartments that can be shared by women.  These should probably be relatively short-term
leases so that apartments can be changed if necessary.  If two different apartments are rented,
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women can also be moved from one to another if there is a security breach at one.  Another
option would be to develop over time a safe home network run by volunteers.  Members of such
networks generally volunteer to house s desperate women for a brief period once every six
months.  Because a number of individuals are involved in providing shelter and they do so only
rarely, security is easier to maintain.  Exploration of any housing option must carefully weigh
whether the security risks are greater than the apparent need.

In consideration of the probable high cost of returned victim services, at this point it might make
most sense to consider funding a small pilot through La Strada, which is seeing the largest
number of returned victims.  This might include a package of a couple of apartments, funds for
medication and psychological counseling, retraining to increase job skills, and the like.  In
addition, if domestic abuse funds are secured to support the useful work that the Winrock
Centers do with victims of domestic abuse, those services can then be tapped for returned
victims, should any appear.  The Lviv Center seems to be the only center assisting a returned
victim currently.  This woman was placed there by La Strada.  At the same time, a group
supported by Caritas is in the process of helping a number of women return home.  Those
women could and should be referred to the Lviv Women for Women Center for services.

It is important to recognize that there are trade-offs between allocating resources for prevention
and resources for returned victim services.  The latter are likely to be very expensive if provided
on more than the occasional scale they are now provided.  The team believes that while some
investment is important in order to increase the numbers of victims willing to pursue legal action,
prevention is likely to remain the better investment for some time to come.

We would recommend consideration of a pilot for returned victim services in the oblast selected
for a pilot rule of law program by USAID.  By helping victims and by developing NGO
relationships with law enforcement, women may be more willing to come forward to lodge a
complaint.  Please refer to Part II of this paper for more details.

IV. THE LINKS BETWEEN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND FEMALE
TRAFFICKING IN UKRAINE

One cannot look at the issue of domestic violence and female trafficking in Ukraine without
considering the most fundamental aspects of gender relations. Women have very little power or
control over their most basic survival needs.  State housing may be in the husband or father’s
name.  Employment often comes at the price of sexual favors or no salary, especially for younger
women.  When women are paid, they receive a much lower wage than men do and with the least
job security.  Home life may be characterized by alcoholism and verbal and physical abuse.
Universally, domestic violence increases proportionately to increases in alcoholism and
economic distress.  In the case of Ukraine, clearly the combined factors of a male-dominant
society, alcoholism, and extreme economic distress all contribute to violence against women in
its varied forms of sexual harassment, verbal and emotional abuse, physical battering, and
trading in women both locally and internationally.   Women have too few choices available to
them.

Solving the country’s economic problems without addressing the gender imbalance will only
partially stem the tide of violence against women.  Likewise, empowering women with
confidence or even legal rights will not give them more control over their lives unless more
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economic choices for both women and men are available.  We cannot say that the root cause of
female trafficking is only economic.  Female trafficking and domestic violence both grow out of
an intertwined root of male dominance and economic distress.

Longer-term solutions to domestic violence and female trafficking will be similar.  These will be
strategies to ensure equal rights for women and for national economic reform.  However,
different strategic approaches are required in order to address domestic violence and
female trafficking with more immediate, practical responses and with limited resources.
Domestic violence is a national problem and affects women and children of all ages.  USAID
should use its existing domestic violence resources to combat this endemic problem.  It is at best
an indirect route to dealing with trafficking.

Female trafficking appears to be more specific to certain age groups and also has different
regional characteristics. Domestic violence victims span a broader age range and there may be
few if any salient differences between victims living in different areas.  Separate USAID
resources for female trafficking should therefore be targeted to the most at-risk age groups and
tailored for different regional needs.   We recommend that USAID consider funding the Winrock
program jointly, from domestic violence and trafficking earmarks, in order not to dissipate
limited trafficking funds on the rather expensive provision of services (psychological, legal,
medical) to victims of domestic violence.  While it is very likely that domestic violence
constitutes a strong push factor, we do not know what proportion of younger women in the target
group grew up in violent homes, where they or their mothers were abused.  In addition, as noted
below, few NGOs are seeing returned victims, so the opportunity to conjoin services seems at
this point in time to be limited.

V. CRITICAL ROLE PLAYED BY LA STRADA

La Strada, a Ukrainian NGO, plays a critical national role in the Ukraine vis-à-vis trafficking.
It has a unique position vis-à-vis the Ukrainian government.  Government personnel respect La
Strada’s work and are willing to cooperate.

La Strada has developed strong, positive relationships with police, border guards, the Ministry of
the Interior, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and foreign embassies and consular offices, as
illustrated by the following:
• the Ministry of Education has asked La Strada to help it develop curricula and materials on

trafficking for school children from fourth grade on up.
• La Strada seems to have forged a solid working relationship with the Ministry of the

Interior’s new unit for investigating trafficking and organized crime.
• The organization’s outreach to foreign women’s NGOs in the main receiving countries has

been substantial and important.  La Strada staff work very hard at developing and
maintaining networks and relationships with a variety of groups.  This effort has been key to
providing initial help to traumatized victims and to helping them return home. In addition, La
Strada has begun to develop relationships with Israeli women’s NGOs and is trying to
develop such relationships with Turkish and Russian NGOs.  A recent workshop they
conducted for Russian women’s NGOs on trafficking was much appreciated by the Russian
groups.  La Strada hopes this experience will help cement their relations with these Russian
NGOs, which in turn will help look out for Ukrainian women stuck in Moscow and other
Russian cities.
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• La Strada recently began working with the Greek Ambassador to do outreach to Ukrainian
women in Greece.  The Ambassador has said that combating trafficking in women to his
country is his number one priority.  La Strada has already played an announcement on the
radio, in English, Ukrainian and Greek, in order to reach these women in Greece, using the
help of  a Greek journalist who contacted them over the Internet.

La Strada is the only group seeing substantial numbers of returned victims.  They have had direct
contact with 122 victims over eight months and much more intensive but indirect contact with
families of victims.  They sometimes work for months to get a victim returned to her family.
They know the vulnerable population, their needs and what needs to be done for them. They
have the most active and most critical hotline in the country for assisting trafficked victims.

La Strada is seeking assistance for the development and expansion of their program.  They would
like to receive support for:

1) The hotline so that it will not cease functioning in November 1999, when funding runs
out7;

2) Direct services for victims, i.e. provision of medicine, local transportation costs,
temporary housing, etc.;

3) Publications and curriculum development for school education program;
4)  Research: more information on the victims (quantitative and qualitative research); data

from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and embassies;
5) Development of a network with Belarus, Moldava and Russia.  La Strada has established

the relationships but need to keep the channels for collaboration working;
6) Development of international linkages where they do not already have them.  For

example, if they held training seminars for NGOs from Turkey, Bulgaria, Israel, and
Greece, they might be able to reach more Ukrainian women in these countries;

7) Further development of a network they can tap into for assistance to victims who are still
outside the Ukraine and are extremely traumatized. Sometimes they cannot help the
victim because the victim is so frightened and traumatized that she will not let others
help.  La Strada notes the need for professional psychiatric assistance but has been unable
to find networks of support;

8) Additional work with all of the appropriate embassies here in Kiev.  This is one place
they feel the USG can really help with its connections and influence.  IOM has given
them some assistance in this area; and

9) Expanded efforts with Ukrainian embassies abroad.

La Strada does not seem to have much interest in analysis of the legal and regulatory framework,
but they do believe that the can play a role in lobbying and mobilizing public opinion when
needed.  For example, they would like to see that prosecuted traffickers’ fines and/or confiscated
property be put in a fund for victim services, especially housing and medical support.

The team recommends that a portion of USAID’s trafficking funds be channeled to La Strada,
particularly but not solely to help them develop channels of assistance to victims abroad.  We
believe that they can be an important partner in structuring research and in lobbying on legal and
regulatory issues.  They are also a logical point group for the provision of services to returned
victims, upon arrival in Ukraine.  Finally, their hotline is a very important tool for the provision

                                                
7 IOM initially granted funding for the hotline, but they apparently cannot extend this funding.
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of information.  IOM can no longer fund it because public information on trafficking is not now
part of its mandate.  We urge that USAID pick up the funding of the hotline.

All team members felt that La Strada needed added funding to carry out this role, and that such
funding would produce a very significant return on the investment.  The NGO has only four full
time staff plus two bookkeepers, and yet its accomplishments with this very small staff are
considerable.
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PART 2    PROTECTION:  LEGAL COMPONENT DESIGN

I. INTRODUCTION

Anti-trafficking goals of “prevention, protection and prosecution” cannot be achieved by
working only through NGOs.  The prosecution of traffickers is a criminal matter and requires
government commitment and skill.  It cannot be undertaken by civil advocacy groups.  It is
important, therefore, to strengthen the role of law enforcement agencies and the judiciary in
combating trafficking.

The timing may in some ways be ripe for such an initiative.  Ukraine has joined international
efforts to combat the trafficking of women, as evidenced by the passage of Article 124, the
establishment of the Ombudswoman’s office, the establishment of “vice squads” in the
procuracy and militsia, the prosecution of at least two traffickers and the investigations of others.
There appears to be both interest and commitment on the part of government agencies to
addressing problems related to the establishment of an adequate legal framework and inadequate
enforcement of the law.  Since the trafficking statute was passed in 1998, approximately twenty
individuals have been arrested on trafficking or related charges.8  Finally, knowledgeable
individuals noted that judges (particularly at the oblast and Supreme Court levels) have been
showing greater independence in the last eighteen or so months.  These encouraging signs of
progress should not however allow anyone to understate the difficulties.

Increasing the prosecution and conviction of traffickers is likely to be difficult.  The involvement
of organized crime in trafficking is not easy to confront.  Their techniques and operations are
very sophisticated, and they frighten victims and present a serious challenge to law enforcement.
Victims are reluctant to testify, although a number have come forward in the eighteen months
since the trafficking statute was passed. The enormity of reliving the horror of their experiences,
the shame of making it public, the post-traumatic stress they suffer, the fear of retaliation from
the organized crime groups who are the ultimate perpetrators  – all these serve as a deterrent.
Willingness to come forward may be linked to the availability of victim support services, a belief
that the police can provide adequate security, and a sense that a case can be won and an
appropriate punishment meted out to the traffickers.   If prosecutors win several cases, and the
penalties are perceived as adequate, then that may certainly encourage other victims to come
forward, particularly in the oblasts where the cases were tried.

Various Ukrainian law enforcers told the team that some organized crime groups thought to be
trafficking women were also trafficking in drugs and arms, and were headquartered in other
countries, where the women were forced to work.  Such prosecutions would require extradition,
bilateral agreements or mutual legal assistance treaties. Unfortunately, such tools are not always
available.  Some foreign countries—Turkey and Israel were named – have proved to be
notoriously difficult to deal with on this issue.  Some victimize the women again, treating them
as criminals for being prostitutes, or for entering the country illegally.

Few donors appear to be working with the justice system at this point. TACIS, with Dutch
funding, plans to support the training center at the Supreme Courts (previously established
through USAID funding).  It will also work with the arbitration court training center.  In
addition, it plans to establish four pilot regional training centers.   There should be ways to build

                                                
8  We heard from various sources that cases numbered between 20 and 80.  We were unable to narrow the range.
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curricula on trafficking into the training programs that will be offered by these various
government training entities.

A World Bank loan for the justice system is said to be pending (once the GOU meets certain
conditionalities).  The OESC plans to do two seminars, using external experts, for judges on
trafficking but this is a very small effort given the 6000 judges at work across Ukraine.  Local
NGOs currently undertake awareness training for law enforcement personnel, and informants
pointed to a continuing need for these sorts of introductory sessions.  Winrock, operating under a
two year grant from INL, will soon start similar workshops, for both NGOs and law enforcement
personnel.  They expect to training a total of around 360-400 participants. These are important
efforts, but we believe that there is still a need for technical training and for the provision of
opportunities for peers to review how they are handling trafficking investigations, prosecutions
and trials.

The ABA has a program training judges and lawyers and, while they have been active in
discussing human rights issues, trafficking has not been a specific concern.  The ABA has a new
criminal law adviser (in a joint program with DOJ), but she is primarily occupied with
disseminating new laws related to bail.  INL/DOJ have been very active in organizing seminars
around key organized crime topics but have not yet addressed trafficking directly.  The team very
much hopes that INL and the DOJ will be able to collaborate with USAID in this legal program,
since working with law enforcement personnel is not in USAID’s comparative advantage.  The
US Legal Adviser expressed interest in taking part and in leading the effort on the law
enforcement side.

In its legal design, the team proposes to encourage the institutionalization of anti-trafficking
processes, from the GOU down, and to assist NGO efforts, from the grass roots up.

Details of the proposed design are laid out below.

II.  PROJECT DESIGN

A. Component 1:  Improved Legal and Regulatory Framework for Protecting Women
and Girls

1. Statue 124 and the Criminal Code

Ukraine is one of very few countries to pass an anti-trafficking statue.  It deserves much credit
for having legislated such specific protections. There is, however, mixed sentiment about the
adequacy of the law.  Some believe that portions of it are vague and that amendments are
required.  Others subscribe to the view that revisions should be considered only once experience
with the statue is gained and judges and prosecutors can speak to its strengths and weaknesses.
The team suggests, that since the statute was just passed in March, 1998, and only two traffickers
have so far been convicted under it (in Kherson oblast), more prosecutorial history should be
experienced before mounting any serious attempts to revise it.    The one exception here is that a
new criminal code is currently under review.  This process provides an opportunity to address
any weaknesses perceived to exist in the old criminal code or in the new statute.
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Article 124 provides for incarceration of traffickers for up to eight years and for confiscation of
property.  If victims were to receive a portion of such confiscated property (it is not clear to
whom such property would be distributed – the courts or the victim), it could lead more victims
to file complaints. La Strada would like to see assets confiscated and turned over to groups
providing services to returned victims. This should be looked at as one element of a possible
revision of the statute or of the criminal code (discussed below).9  Other sections of the criminal
code have been and are being applied in trafficking-related cases, and it is expected that will
continue. In September, l999, for example, four men were arrested in Kyiv under a fraud statute
for manufacturing false visas and other documents.

In addition to Statute 124, a new draft criminal code has had its first reading in parliament, and it
would be useful to ascertain that its language is consistent with Statute 124. There are various
organizations that are working on legislative revision, so it is not clear at this writing that effort
needs to be devoted to ensuring that the Criminal Code includes provisions that would be helpful
to trafficking.  There are some elements, such as the introduction of plea bargaining, that might
ease the prosecution of traffickers.  Another useful element could be the inclusion of restraining
orders, issued by judges to keep defendants away from their victims.

Some thought should be given to preserving elements of the current criminal code which permit
women to testify in camera for a judge or, in exceptional circumstances, in writing.  While such
provisions violate Western beliefs that the accused has the right to confront his accuser, such
provisions have been written into the law in other countries, such as Brazil, for precisely the
kinds of reasons that prevent women from testifying in the Ukraine.

Please see Annex B for a detailed analysis of Statute 124 (as well as comparable U.S.
legislation).

2. International Treaties that Protect Women and Children

Article 9 of the Constitution of Ukraine provides that “International treaties that are in force,
agreed to be binding by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, are part of the national legislation of
Ukraine.”  The Ukrainian government has ratified several treaties which provide strong
protections against trafficking and for ensuring human rights generally in vulnerable populations.
These treaties have the force of law in Ukraine and are supposed to take precedence over
Ukrainian law when the two are in conflict.  However, official translations from Russian into
Ukrainian have not been made for many of these treaties.  The lack of a translation and of
distribution of the translated documents means that police, prosecutors or judges cannot use the
treaties.  The Ministry of Foreign Affairs would like to provide official translations but is short
of the funds to do so.  We recommend that as part of this component, USAID fund the
translation, indexing and distribution of several of these treaties.  Indexing is necessary to
promote use of the treaties.

                                                
9 However, enforcement of the confiscation element will be difficult, since enforcement of
judgments in general is a major problem in the courts.  It is recommended that methods of
enforcement be included in judges’ trainings and that NGOs be given grants to focus on this
issue.
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The relevant treaties might include the following:  Convention on the Rights of the Child,
CEDAW, the Optional Protocol on Trafficking, the Convention on Social, Cultural and
Economic Rights, the Convention on Civil and Political Rights, and the Universal Declaration on
Human Rights.

The project budget provides funding for translation from Russian (an official U.N. language) into
Ukrainian, for indexing and cross-referencing and for printing.  While the main distribution is
likely to occur through incorporation into benchbooks for judges, copies should also be provided
to prosecutors, border guards and police.

3. Commercial Advertising Law

The development of consumer protection laws related to advertising could be useful in limiting
the publication of phony recruitment ads.  Publishers could be held liable for publishing
deceptive ads and companies for making false claims.  However, some assessment of the extent
to which such laws really would be useful should be made before proceeding.  Some of the
companies that advertise jobs abroad are simply fronts, and they appear and disappear with great
speed.  If it makes sense to invest in writing truth in advertising laws, then the introduction of
model legislation from elsewhere, assistance to legal drafters in tailoring legislation to Ukrainian
needs, and funding for the involvement of NGOs and the media in debating and promoting such
a law would be appropriate.

Involving NGOs or pro bono law school clinics in cases that challenge false advertising could
also be important.  The advantage of proceeding to attack traffickers on the civil side is that it
enables civil attorneys and advocacy organizations to utilize the courts on their own initiative,
without waiting for the lengthy criminal process. This procedure is working well on the
environmental protection side, and it is recommended that it be pursued on the consumer
protection side.

We understand that USAID is in the process of developing an RFP for a commercial law
contractor.  The RFP is expected out in January, with an award to follow some time in the spring.
It could make most sense to ask the contractor to examine this issue.  We suggest setting aside a
contribution of $75,000 - $100,000 for this purpose.  This would include not only TA but also
NGO grants for advocacy of truth in advertising laws.  This could also be an area in which the
Market Reform Education Project could play a helpful role.

4. Gender Discrimination Laws

The laws seem adequate, except possibly with respect to sexual harassment on the job.  The
difficulty seems to lie mainly in the realm of enforcement.  It is clear that discrimination is a
factor in the greater share of unemployment experienced by women.  INL’s recent grant to
Winrock will include an analysis of these laws.  The analysis is primarily for the purposes of
preparing training materials. If the analysis suggests that there are gaps or weaknesses in the laws
regarding discrimination and sexual harassment, it may be appropriate under this project to fund
technical assistance and NGO advocacy related to securing amendments.  Currently, pro bono
law clinics and women’s NGOs are beginning to advise women who believe they have been fired
unjustly.  It could be useful to support some high profile cases of illegal termination or sexual
harassment as ways of raising public awareness and create pressure (on both the government and
employers).  We do not however recommend that trafficking funds be used to do this.
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5. Legal Protections Against Domestic Violence

A new draft law has just had a first reading in the Rada.  Once passed (assuming it is passed), it
may ensure adequate protection.  Again, Winrock will be analyzing these laws.  If their analysis
suggests that improvements are needed, similar interventions to those specified in 4. Above are
needed.  It would be preferable to use funds earmarked for domestic violence to support change,
as opposed to trafficking resources.

6. Registration of Companies Recruiting Ukrainians for Jobs Abroad or
Advising on Obtaining Employment Abroad

Generally, NGOs asked about companies advertising jobs abroad suggest that the inquirers call
the Ministry of Labor to find out whether the company is registered.  This may offer some
protection in the event that a company is offering to place someone abroad but only registered to
provide advice on obtaining employment.  However, by the Ministry’s own reckoning, it is very
easy (although not necessarily simple) to obtain registration.  While Ukraine is trying to move
away from unnecessary regulation, it may be important to protect consumers from companies
that are merely fronts for trafficking rings.  At minimum, the advantages to be gained from a
tougher, more demanding registration process should be explored.   The new process might
include procedures for investigating and revoking licenses and for imposing penalties for the
provision of false or misleading information.  NGOs involved in trafficking could work with the
Ministry and with experts to develop new requirements that hinder illegitimate business but not
legitimate ones.

7. Revision of Government Procedures for Missing Person Searches

In one recent example, the parents of a girl who had been trafficked abroad appealed for help in
finding their daughter.  They had good information that she had gone abroad.  Nonetheless,
before help from Interpol could be sought, searches needed to be conducted at the rayon and then
the oblast levels.  Even with La Strada involvement (and the good relations they have with the
police), that search took 2.5 months.  The assumption is that an ordinary search, without NGO
follow-up, might take considerably longer, permitting the trail to grow cold.  Since trafficked
women are often sold and resold and moved around within or between countries, it is important
to initiate searches as soon as possible.  It would be sufficient to fund NGOs to work with the
government to come up with expedited procedures where it seems clear that the missing person
has gone abroad.

8. Exploring the Right to Bring Civil Suits for Damages

Victims should have this right.  It was unclear whether the law in the Ukraine made adequate
provision for this.  Certainly, there have been no cases.  This would be the sort of thing that law
school clinics and NGOs could help pursue.  A few successful pilot cases could have a salutary
impact.

9. Approach to Strengthening the Legal and Regulatory Environment

We recommend two approaches to improving the legal and regulatory framework.  The first is
to provide expatriate and Ukrainian or regional (i.e., Polish) TA to assess the framework, share
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relevant models and experience from elsewhere and recommend new legislation or amendments
to existing legislation or regulations.  In the course of doing this, a champion for the changes
should be sought in either the Rada (including the ombudswoman’s office) or the relevant line
ministry or both.  One possibility vis-à-vis the Rada is Deputy Mikhail Kovalko, who has
organized a special group of advisers (headed by Larisa Kolos) to help him on gender issues.
Another possibility would be Deputy Karmazin, the head of the crime and corruption committee.
He has made public statements with respect to his willingness to be proactive in countering
trafficking.10  In addition, the ombudsman may also serve as a champion.  Certainly, her office
should be consulted both in terms of reform priorities and for developing strategies about how to
proceed with action agendas.

The second approach is to fund NGOs and related civil society groups to become involved in
assessing and supporting legislative and regulatory change.  This would include trafficking
groups such as La Strada as well as think tanks like the Kharkiv Center for Women’s Studies,
headed by Olexandra Rudneva.  Funding for this approach would come both from the trafficking
legal project (the budget sets aside roughly $60,000 for such small grants) as well as from other
existing USAID projects (i.e., the Market Reform Education Project, which could introduce
journalists to needed changes).

When there is a satisfactory framework in place, NGO efforts should then be directed to ensuring
citizens are aware of the specifications of that framework as it relates to their own rights.  In
addition, we recommend that some grants be awarded for advocacy of enforcement of the law.
NGOs could track specific cases and keep the public’s attention on them.  NGOs could also point
out when little progress has been made more generally in bringing such cases before the courts.
Some caution is however needed in this area.  However, most NGOs take a low profile vis-à-vis
particular investigations and cases.  This is for two reasons.  The first and more frequently stated
reason is that they are frightened of traffickers.  The notariety that comes with being attached to a
particular case puts NGO staff at greater risk of reprisals.  The second reason is that NGOs are
working very hard to establish good relations with law enforcement.  They might put these
connections at risk if they complain too openly in instances where there is a lack of progress.
This is not to suggest that they cannot and should not play a watchdog role, only that some
balance will be needed.

The team strongly urges that once cases start to be pursued, some effort be devoted through
USAID’s media projects to calling the attention of journalists to these cases.  Journalists, of
course, may also be at risk or trafficker reprisals and may be reluctant to provide coverage of
particular cases.

10. EU Legal Study

The EU will send a delegation to the Ukraine in November or December to examine legal issues
related to the prosecution of organized crime.  Their study could be of use to the mission.

                                                
10 The team tried but was unable to meet with Deputy Karmazin, who was in the midst of helping President Kuchma
in his campaign for reelection.
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B. Component 2:  Development of a Case Data Base

Currently, the Minister of Interior has some statistics on cases under investigation and
prosecuted, recorded according to Article number, but it appears such data are confidential.
These data do not seem to be complete, because even one MOI criminal investigator noted that a
data base on cases would be very useful.  Not even the Procuracy  in one oblast  may  know of
cases in another oblast.   The team suggests support for a centralized database.  It could be
located wherever there is authority to gather information on Article 124 and related crimes, and
where there is the political will to regularly report the findings to ministries and the public.

Two options should be considered for the placement of the database.  One would be the special
unit in the Ministry of the Interior that is charged now with investigating trafficking.  The other
is the ombudsman’s office.  Both should certainly have access to these data.  The database may
be more likely to be public if it is placed in the ombudsman’s office rather than the Ministry of
the Interior.  The ombudswoman is interested in creating a centralized database on trafficking, of
which court case data would only be one part.

The Ombudsman’s office is the center of the National Coordination Council, which consists of
various ministries.  It has a small budget and a broad mandate, including establishing shelters for
returnees and reviewing legislation.  If a database is located in the Ombudswoman’s office, and
the information is made public and shared with the ministries on the Council, this would increase
awareness of the issue to the population at large.  It might also encourage other victims to come
forward, realizing they are not alone.  In addition, it could help hold the government’s feet to the
fire, ensuring that cases are taken seriously.

The database has an additional use.  Once there are several cases in it, the data can be used in the
development of training materials and in training and information-exchange.  Judges, prosecutors
and police can discuss the cases and share lessons about which factors permitted some cases to
be successfully prosecuted and not others.

The project budget provides for one computer and printer, as well as data base software, for the
office selected to maintain the data base.  In addition, short-term TA is available for setting up
the data base and training personnel to maintain it.  The same data base can also be installed on a
Ministry of Interior computer and the two could perhaps even be linked.

Systems will need to be developed to provide case information into the data base.  Either the
Ombudman or the Ministry of Interior will need to provide for this.

C. Component 3:  Strengthen Enforcement of the Law in Target Oblast(s)

A major contribution to strengthening the prosecution of trafficking would be to encourage
greater international collaboration and information-sharing.  This is not something that USAID
can do, but the US Embassy and the US Department of Justice can play a role in doing this.
USAID can help in promoting an international conference to discuss cooperation and
comparative experience in dealing with traffickers.  This conference is discussed later in this
report.
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Given limited resources for the legal component of the trafficking strategy and the size of the
country, it is necessary to focus USAID efforts fairly narrowly.  We recommend therefore
selecting anywhere from 1-3 target oblasts, which would receive the bulk of the attention in
terms of training and TA for strengthening the knowledge, systems and skills of law enforcement
and the judiciary.

We suggest starting with one oblast and treating it as a pilot, in which to experiment with models
for reducing the impunity of traffickers.  We prefer that the project team be based in this oblast,
but there could also be an argument for basing the team in Kiev.  During the first year, work
would go on with those involved in investigating and hearing cases involving traffickers.  Links
between these groups and NGOs working on trafficking issues would be strengthened.
Successful practices that have emerged in other parts of the country would be introduced.  A
cadre of trainers (which might include NGO staff) would be created to put together training
materials and to conduct training for other oblast personnel.  Funding would be set aside for
training approximately 200 oblast staff.

Since USAID does not normally work on the law enforcement side, INL and DOJ will take
primary responsibility for the training of prosecutors and militsia.  Close coordination with the
U.S. Legal Adviser, Walter Sylzynsky, will be needed.  Currently, Mr. Sylzynsky, with help
from DOJ colleagues, has been doing training related to organized crime and corruption (i.e.,
money laundering) in various regions of the Ukraine.  These seminars and round tables have not
yet specifically addressed trafficking but have dealt with many topics that are relevant to
prosecuting the organized crime networks that are often behind trafficking.  The Legal Adviser
believes that he has the resources through the DOJ and INL to address trafficking in a more
intensive fashion, by partnering with USAID in the target oblasts.  Careful thought will need to
be given to how to divide up responsibilities so that each party is involved in areas where each
has comparative advantage.  USAID is much more accustomed to working on the creation of
systems and in institution building, as well as in improving the judiciary, than it is in working
with law enforcement.  DOJ and INL typically make heavy use of outside US specialists to
introduce new ideas and techniques in a round table or seminar setting.  These sessions can have
great credibility because they involve peers talking to peers.

Sentiment in Ukraine varies on whether it is better to work separately with prosecutors, militsia
and judges or to combine them in joint training programs.11  We think that it is probable that
some separate sessions (i.e., just for judges) and some joint sessions (reviewing cases in the
target oblast) or general awareness training will be required.  USAID should carry the brunt of
the work in strengthening the judiciary, while INL/DOJ should do so for law enforcement.  We
hope that INL/DOJ assistance can be used in helping to set up or strengthen a special unit for
investigating trafficking in the target oblast(s).  Such units, comparable to U.S. Vice Squads, are
beginning to be established in different oblasts.  These would be a logical focal point for
assistance, and it may be that the cadre of trainers can draw partly on these units.12

                                                
11  Some specialists noted that given the disparity in power between judges and prosecutors, judges would be less
likely to be candid in workshops that included both.
12  In addition, we recommend that INL/DOJ consider strengthening the central Ministry of Interior unit set up to
investigate trafficking.  If Ukrainian law or regulations permit it, it is possible that this high-profile unit could
investigate cases in oblasts where locals may be too fearful of organized crime to proceed.  We were unable to
discuss possibilities here with Mr. Sylzynsky because this idea arose the last week of the TDY, while he was in
Budapest.
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One suitable progress has been made in the first target oblast (perhaps by the end of the first
year), we suggest introducing similar programs in two neighboring oblasts.  Training personnel
from the first oblast could be used to introduce successful practices to these oblasts.  Again,
trainers in the two oblasts would be trained to work on trafficking issues with their colleagues.
Approximately 100 personnel in each oblast might be trained.

A culling of practices across the three target oblasts should be done by the end of year two.  This
should feed into the design of the international conference to be held in Ukraine, either late in
year 2 or early in year 3 of the project.  This would provide a mechanism for disseminating
lessons learned from the three pilots more broadly.

We also recommend that the project team investigate what progress the Polish justice system has
made in prosecuting trafficking.  It could be useful to bring Polish law enforcement and judicial
personnel to Ukraine to work with their Ukrainian counterparts.  The ABA has recently begun
doing this on human rights issues and believes that it is a good match.  USAID might need to
fund the involvement of the Polish counterparts, even those from the law enforcement agencies,
since INL and DOJ prefer to bring American experts to the Ukraine.

Selection of target oblasts will depend in part on the contracting mechanism used.  See section J.
below for a presentation of the options.  Obviously, oblasts where trafficking is perceived as a
serious problem and where there is some interest in tackling the issue should be selected.  The
selected oblasts need to have some level of NGO activity organized to fight trafficking and some
possibility of victim services must exist, or victims may be unlikely to come forward.  Careful
thought needs to be given to whether the target oblasts should overlap at all with the Winrock-
supported Women for Women Centers.  This is in part because Winrock has a new grant from
INL to train law enforcement and NGOs in those oblasts.  See section F below for more
consideration of the risks of duplication.

The project team should spend some time with other donors working with pilot courts or on
general judicial training, such as the Canadians and TACIS.  Training and other materials related
to trafficking can be shared, in the hope that these donors will include a trafficking component in
the work that they are already doing.  For example, some justices on the Supreme Court are
talking with legal personnel in Kharkiv about establishing a satellite training facility.  This may
come about in informal if not in formal ways -- some in-service training is already being offered.
It would make sense to include a trafficking component in already vibrant programs.  We think
that it is likely that other such possibilities exist.  The project team should explore these.

D. Component 4:  Increase Judicial Access to Relevant Legislation

OSCE informants pointed out that there was a desperate need for judges to have a better
understanding of trafficking and the law.  The project will put together benchbooks on
trafficking for use by Ukrainian judges.  These benchbooks will include Statute 124, relevant
international treaties (once translated and indexed) and applicable statutes of the criminal code.
Some case materials can be included up front or can be sent out later for addition.  Once a new
criminal code is passed, new sections can be sent out with instructions to replace the old with the
new.  The benchbooks should be put together by the project team, working with a cadre of
Ukrainian criminal law specialists and judges.  The importance of the benchbook is because it is
not possible to train all 6000 judges in the Ukraine.  Most judges are desperate for materials,
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particularly at the rayon level.  The sense of our informants was that if materials are available to
help with a case, the judges will use them.

We propose that the project distribute 3000 benchbooks.  Copies should go to individual judges
in the pilot oblasts and also in the main sending oblasts.  Each of the 450 rayon courts and the
training centers should receive at least one copy.  Many copies can be handed out during
workshops.  In oblasts with less of a trafficking problem, one or two copies should go to each
court.

We have not included funding for mailing the benchbooks but rather have assumed that the
Ministry of Justice would send the materials out using its own internal channels.

E. Component 5:  Enhance Law Enforcement by Providing Grants for NGOs and
other Institutions to Continue Working with Militsia (Police) and Procuracy
(Prosecutors)

The team found during its information gathering that several NGOs provide awareness training
on trafficking and domestic violence issues to the militsia and the procuracy.  The team
recommends the provision of small grants to such groups to continue with this kind of training.
The training has two advantages:  1)  it changes attitudes and increases understanding in key law
enforcement personnel about the problem of trafficking; and 2) it helps develop closer relations
between law enforcement and the NGOs working on trafficking.  In addition, it is probably the
most effective way to reach more remote rural law enforcement personnel.  La Strada has
considerable experience and credibility in doing this kind of training, but it is also important to
fund rural NGOs to conduct workshops because it helps them develop relationships with local
law enforcement personnel.

We suggest that these grants be focused primarily but not exclusively on oblasts other than the
pilot oblast(s).  We propose this because considerable training will be done by the project team
and by INL/DOJ in the target oblast.  This training will include NGOs whenever appropriate.
Therefore, it would probably be duplicative to fund NGOs to do the same kind of training.  It
could, however make some sense to select 2-3 other oblasts from which trafficking is a serious
problem and where there are strong NGOs already doing this kind of training and to concentrate
the grants in these oblasts.  We have put aside roughly $60,000 in grants for this component.  We
suggest that the project team be careful to coordinate with Winrock, which will be doing
somewhat similar training.  One way to do this would be by choosing different oblasts.13

We recommend that the project team work with a few NGOs such as La Strada and the Women
for Women Centers to develop an outreach curriculum and materials for a workshop for law
enforcement.  NGOs receiving grants could then be given the curriculum and materials and
provided with some TOT training for conducting the workshops.  This may strengthen the
quality of the NGO training given to law enforcement.  There should be coordination with
Winrock in doing this.  Winrock has recently received a grant from INL to do something similar.
They will be developing a workshop curriculum and materials and will be providing training to
180-200 NGO and law enforcement personnel each year of the two year grant.  The grant calls
for at least three law enforcement personnel to be present at each workshop, so it is uncertain at

                                                
13  Winrock will undertake such training in five regions, including Transcarpathia, Donetsk and Kharkiv.
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this writing how much training will be provided under the grant to law enforcement officials.
The training will be in both domestic violence and trafficking.  It is possible that the Winrock
trafficking training materials can be used in the training that will be done under this USAID anti-
trafficking legal component.  It does not make sense for two USG entities to fund the
development of two rival curricula.

F. Component 6:  Target Law Schools

ABA-CEELI is working with student clinics in twenty law schools, including Kyiv and Donetsk,
and so the offices, equipment, personnel and procedures are already in place.  It would make
sense to roll a trafficking component into these programs, where there is interest.

 This could be accomplished in several ways:

(a) Use the student “Street Law” program – when the law students go to the local high schools
to discuss democracy issues, as they now do, they could incorporate a section on trafficking
and pass out brochures, which have already been printed by La Strada, IOM, and other
NGO’s.

(b) Enhance the student internships – at present many of the law students are interns for the
procuracy, but it appears that they are used mostly as “gophers.”  If their roles could be
expanded, to use as researchers on trafficking issues, they would gain more experience and
help case investigations.

(c) Give legal advice on contracts – if it became known that students were available for
consultations on visas, or contracts for foreign work, some women who receive informative
legal advice might be dissuaded from leaving home.

(d) Begin representation of civil actions against fraudulent companies – many of the cases the
law students now deal with involve individual complaints, i.e., non-payment of wages.  But
they could explore creative ways to utilize the civil codes against companies that
fraudulently entice women into working abroad.

(e) Develop a curriculum for law students so that they graduate with a greater knowledge of
trafficking issues.

(f) Develop and implement curricula on trafficking for in service training to be conducted by
law school staff for police, procuracy, etc.

(g) Establish links between the clinics and NGOs working on domestic violence and trafficking.

Such a program could be developed in one law school with an active pro bono clinic on a pilot
basis.  If successful, it could then be replicated, with the existing materials and curricula used in
other places and using TA drawn from pilot law school staff.  One school, which has expressed
an interest in this, is the Donetsk law school, which is headed by a very reform-minded dean.

Funding for pilots could come from the small grant fund incorporated within the legal design.

G. Component 7:  Expand Information Sharing and Collaboration by Sponsoring an
International Conference between Receiving Countries and Ukraine

More than twenty nations attended the U.S. – EU Transatlantic Seminar to Prevent Trafficking in
Women, held in Lviv on July 9-l0, l998. The international sharing of experiences promoted new
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approaches and helped improve bilateral cooperation and networking.  Improvements in bilateral
cooperation between the main receiving countries in Europe, Israel and Turkey are sorely
needed.  The promotion of such collaboration is not really a USAID role but can be advanced
with US Government help.  For example, La Strada has said that the Israeli government is the
least accommodating of all the government with which it tries to deal.  Perhaps the USG can use
its good offices to establish improved channels of information sharing.  Please see Annex C on
collaboration for additional ideas in this regard.

One aspect USAID can help with would be to support another Lviv-type conference, to be held
in the summer of 2001.  Participants would be invited from law enforcement agencies in the
main receiving countries.  By this time, all these countries will have more experience in dealing
with trafficking.  Legislation is beginning to change in Europe, and this may make prosecutions
easier.  Ukraine will have more experience with actual cases and should have a stronger idea of
what it requires from the receiving countries. Not only can successful practices be exchanged but
also planning can be done for improving informal and formal channels of communication and
information-sharing.

We believe the idea of this conference is sufficiently attractive that it will prove possible to
attract the support of another donor.  Project implementers and USAID should approach
particularly European donors for support.

H. Witness Encouragement

Understandably, the vast majority of victims would prefer not to testify against their traffickers.
This situation is comparable to that of rape victims in the United States not so many years ago.
The enormity of the shame, the fear of the traffickers, and the subtle undercurrent of suspicion
that the victim was somehow to blame, prevented many from coming forward to bring charges.
Nonetheless, some women (or their families) have come forward.  We learned from various
informants that anywhere from 20 – 80 cases are currently under investigation, being prosecuted
or have concluded.

It is expected that as the information campaign on trafficking increases, and as more criminals
are brought to justice, victims may be less intimidated by court proceedings.  It would be helpful
if some NGO had a mandate of encouraging victims to proceed to trial.  Those NGOs, which
might take on such a role, such as La Strada, have victim protection as their first priority.  This is
an appropriate priority.  In many instances, “protection” is contrary to “prosecution.” It may be
difficult to encourage prosecution when the outcome may be uncertain, the stress enormous and
retaliation likely.  La Strada employees have already experienced some threats, although they are
not identified as court advocates.  The Kharkiv NGO Bereginya claims it would not be afraid to
walk victims through a court process, but they have not been put to the test, as they have not yet
seen any returnees. It is recommended that the Winrock Trafficking Coordinator continue to
explore ways to encourage prosecution.  Protection for victims is paramount, and this is
something that should be given priority in the pilot oblasts (see Part I of this paper, section III.)
Support may be procured from the other part of the trafficking strategy.  It might include the
rental of a safe apartment, the provision of medical and counseling services, and retraining for
later employment.
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The status of the current law in Ukraine is such that, in some situations, a victim may not need to
appear in open court, but can testify “in camera” before the judge, without the procuror or
defense attorney present.  It extreme cases the victim can “testify” via written affidavit only.
Although such “secret” proceedings may raise the specter of Soviet style “justice” and although
such a protected route may be closed by the new criminal code, at this point it is recommended
that NGO’s explain this avenue to the victims they counsel.  Public information campaigns might
also note these possibilities.

Some GOU officials have asked the team about witness protection programs in the USA. The
exorbitant cost of changing identities and moving families, which are the norm for US protection
programs, are far beyond the financial ability of Ukraine right now.  One suggestion, however,
would be cost-efficient, although not fool-proof:  the issuance of restraining orders.  Although
restraining orders do not appear to be part of the laws of Ukraine, it may be possible that as an
aspect of their authority to order enforcement of judgments (which, admittedly, is rarely done),
judges could order defendants to stay away from the victims who are willing to testify, or else
face incarceration.  It is recommended that this topic be discussed in training and other sessions
with judges.

III. CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

Project accomplishments may hinge on the following critical assumptions:

• The GOU continues to show a reasonable commitment to combating trafficking in women.
• If traffickers with organized crime links sense rising levels of threat, then they may place

greater pressure on law enforcement and the judiciary to minimize the pursuit of trafficking
cases.  This could hamper progress.

• Cooperation with the main receiving countries improves over time, making it easier to
investigate and prosecute cases.  Convictions should become more likely with more
compelling evidence.

• Prosecutions will also increase in the main receiving countries, contributing to the break up
of trafficking networks.

• The numbers of victims willing to file a complaint will slowly grow as victim services
improve and the GOU demonstrates that it can both keep victims safe and punish traffickers.

IV. MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

Option A

This is the preferred option.  It calls for the complete integration between the trafficking legal
component and the mission’s larger rule of law project.  We believe that there are several reasons
for integration:
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1. A Close Fit with the Planned ROL Project

There is a good fit with the mission’s planned rule of law project, which includes components
very similar to the trafficking design, 14 only less specified around particular issues.  There are
two possible areas of divergence and neither seems insurmountable:

• The trafficking design calls for national level distribution of trafficking benchbooks
to judges

• Replication of successful aspects of work in the pilot oblast in two neighboring
oblasts, albeit at a lesser level of intensity.

However, this assumes that the ROL project proceeds as currently designed and that it selects an
oblast from which trafficking is a serious problem.  If the mission selects a target oblast  which
does not have much of a problem with trafficking, then integrating the two projects may not be
advisable.  There would not seem to be much point in building up anti-trafficking activities in an
oblast that is not a significant “sending” oblast.  It is difficult, however, to know the extent of the
problem in any oblast, given the lack of hard data.  It may be that virtually all oblasts have
enough of a problem with trafficking that any oblast is a good one in which to get started.
USAID plans to select the target oblast for its rule of law project based on the interest of oblast
officials in reform.  Another criterion might be the significance of US commercial interests (or
potential interests) in the oblast.  Both are important criteria.  If the mission in applying its
criteria comes up with two or three oblasts that are relatively equally weighted, it might then
throw the size of the oblast’s trafficking problem into the equation.

2. Reduced Management Costs for USAID

The mission is currently trying to reduce the number of management units.  Integration of the
trafficking ROL program with the mission’s larger ROL program will eliminate one contract or
cooperative agreement.

3. Reduced Program Costs

Integrating the two can create economies of scale.  It should save contractor supervisory and
management costs, as well as expenditures for separate office space, office equipment and the
like.

4. Strengthened Program Management

The trafficking project may be better directed because the overall ROL program is likely to
attract more senior and experienced staff, given its size and dollar volume.

                                                
14 Current thinking is that the program would include elements related to NGO small grants for legal analysis and
advocacy, training and information dissemination for court personnel, judges and lawyers, adoption of needed
legislation (i.e., law on the judiciary), and a concentration on improving the rule of law in a target oblast.
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Option B: Fold the Trafficking Legal Component into the RFA that is Issued for the
Winrock Follow-On

As with Option A, Option B would help minimize mission management time.  It also offers some
of the same economies of scale – shared office space, equipment, project administration and the
like.  Option B could also help to improve integration between different components of the
trafficking program.  The design would need to be slightly shifted for Option B.  Instead of
working in one target oblast, somewhat less intense efforts could be undertaken in the three
oblasts where Winrock currently supports Women for Women Centers (Lviv, Donetsk and
Dniepropetrovsk) or alternately in the two new oblasts where centers are supposed to be
established.  While Winrock is currently considering supporting the development of a Women
for Women Center in Odessa, we are ambivalent about focusing ROL activities there because of
the strength of organized crime.

We think that in pursuing this option, the mission would be capitalizing on Winrock’s strong
connections with grassroots groups.  As noted earlier in this report, Winrock has recently
received a grant from INL for conducting training for NGOs and law enforcement.  Because
there are similar elements in the above-described legal component design (minus the domestic
violence), the INL grant and USAID CA could reinforce each other.  However, they could also
be duplicative.  It may not make sense to supplement what INL is already funding, so it could be
preferable to fund similar activities in places where the INL grant does not reach.  Winrock plans
to work under the INL grant in Transcarpathia, Donetsk, Kharkiv and two other sites.  Since
Winrock is just getting underway with the INL grant and plans are in the very early stages of
development, the design team was not able to do more than alert USAID to the need for
coordination.  Part of the issue in selecting oblasts relates to how much training Winrock ends up
doing for law enforcement staff as opposed to NGOs.

Having laid out the advantages, the team believes that this may be the second-best option. The
hesitation to recommend this vehicle first comes from the lack of rule of law experience of the
current Cooperating Agency (CA).  Other bidders may or may not be strong in the rule of law.
We think that it is likely that the knowledge base and degree of expertise on the rule of law side
are likely to be much stronger in whatever contractor is awarded the rule of law project.  We are
also somewhat concerned that NGOs may not have much credibility, beyond some introductory
material on trafficking, with law enforcement or the judiciary.  In addition, we think it is possible
that the CA may be sufficiently occupied implementing the rest of the mission’s anti-trafficking
strategy, given the recommended reorientation in that strategy.  Asking the CA to assume
responsibility for the legal component could constitute too great an added burden and the legal
component could inadvertently be given short shrift.  In addition, Winrock is just getting the
Women’s Economic Empowerment (WEE) program off the ground.  In some instances, the
WEE program shares staff with the anti-trafficking program, on a 50-50 basis.  This of course
adds to program complexity even though it is very desirable to have all these different facets
working together in some manner.

One way around this obstacle would be to write the RFA in such a manner that it encouraged or
required bidders to propose with a group strong in rule of law work.  Evaluation points could
even be awarded for primes establishing a subcontract relationship with a rule of law entity.
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Option C: A Limited Competitive Bid between the Democracy Center’s ROL CAs or
IQCs

If the mission decides against integration with the larger ROL project or the Winrock follow-on
project, then there will be a need for a separate contracting mechanism.  The Global Bureau’s
Democracy Center offers vehicles worth considering:

ROL Cooperative Agreements – The Democracy Center has two of these in place.  One is held
by IFES and the International Human Rights Law Group (IHRLG).  The other is held by
Freedom House, NDI and ABA-CEELI.  It would be possible to select one of the two and not to
compete between the two, if the mission decided that one of the two consortia had predominant
capability.  The IHRLG has experience in the trafficking area, but perhaps not very much
experience in the Ukraine.  The ABA and Freedom House have very good experience in
Ukraine, as does NDI, but none has been involved in combating trafficking.  One advantage of
choosing the ABA might be an opportunity to piggy-back on the existing ABA work in Ukraine
by sharing office space and equipment and by building on relationships of trust established with
the judiciary.  Freedom House and NDI may offer some of the same advantages and would be
particular strong vis-à-vis advocacy for reform but their comparative strengths in the ROL area
are unknown to the team. 15 The Democracy Center advises missions that these vehicles are
standard cooperative agreements, or essentially grants given to undertake activities these
organizations are doing anyway.  USAID control is therefore limited, although a clear and
detailed scope of work could obviate some concerns about not being able to direct the program.
It is important to keep in mind, however, that the Agency has a general concern over the fact that
cooperative agreements are increasingly written more like contracts.  The USPVO community
has expressed serious concerns about this.  Therefore, the design team recommends consultation
with the DG Center’s rule of law team if Option C seems attractive.

ROL IQCs – Three of these will be awarded some time in the near future.  Competition between
the holders will be required.  While it is not clear which contractors will win the three, the
standard rule of law contractors have probably all submitted proposals.  For the most part, these
are likely to be firms that have limited if any track record related to trafficking but strong
experience in institution building and other aspects that are common to USAID ROL programs
across countries.  Some screening has already been done.  If the mission is interested in
exploring the IQCs, it could find out from the DG Center which consortia are at this point left in
the running for an award.

It is important to note that neither of the two budgets presented in Annex A accommodates the
provision of office space, equipment and office utilities.  This is because the expected level of
funding for this program does not stretch to office space.  The mission would need to find
additional funding to pursue Option C, unless the ABA, NDI or Freedom House was selected
(and this presumes that all three have office space and equipment to spare, which may not be the
case).

                                                
15  Their capabilities in this area would require more investigation.
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Option D: A Separate Competitive RFA or RFP

Given the length of time this takes and the management intensity, we do not recommend this
option, unless the mission finds that it wishes to consider proposals from key rule of law players
who are not members of any of the groups described above.  This is the least preferred option.
Neither of the two budgets presented accommodates the provision of office space, equipment and
office utilities, all of which would be required if this option were selected.

V. STAFFING PATTERN

We believe the project can be handled by one full time Ukrainian specialist, who has at least ten
years of experience, preferably involving criminal law.  This specialist will be supported by one
US expert spending three to four months each year in Ukraine (once each quarter for three-four
weeks at a time).  In addition, four person months of short-term Ukrainian legal expertise and 2
months of American expertise for specialized activities would be available.  The Ukrainian staff
person will be based in either 1) the target oblast with travel to Kyiv and other oblasts for
workshops and other activities; or 2) in Kyiv with travel to selected oblasts and other regions.
The decision about whether the team is based depends primarily on the contracting vehicle
selected by the mission.

VI. PATHS NOT TAKEN

There was insufficient funding available to permit the team to pursue a truly national program
that would sponsor a significant level of activity in all oblasts from which trafficking is thought
to be a problem.  So it was critical to focus on either a limited number of oblasts or a narrow
range of activities that could be pursued either at the center or across all oblasts.  The decision
was made to pursue reform efforts at the center and then the focus most activities in pilot oblasts.

Careful consideration was also given to constructing a program that would work directly through
or with the ombudswoman’s office and the new national committee.  While coordination and
information-sharing will be very important, the team decided against a more direct relationships
for two reasons.  The first is that the OSCE and IOM are planning to support the ombudswoman
and the national anti-trafficking committee.  Such support is probably adequate for the near to
mid-term future, while the committee tries to establish itself.  There are probably limits to its
absorptive capacity.  The second is that the committee is new and its internal coordination
mechanisms are uncertain.  While the ombudswoman is the head the committee, she has no
authority over Executive Branch line ministries and agencies.  The effectiveness of the
committee will be determined only with time.

VII. MONITORING PROGRESS

The Mission’s trafficking program is currently subsumed under ENI’s objective for special
initiatives.  We suggest that the mission take advantage of this category and not delineate a full
trafficking Results Framework.  We think it makes more sense to lay out some specific
objectives for each part of the program:  for example, for the provision of public information the
objective could read  “increase knowledge of the risks of trafficking in target populations” or
for the provision of skills useful in obtaining employment, the objective could be “increase
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employment of target populations which were trained under the program.”  The difficult in
laying out a traditional Results Framework is due to the fact that the selection of a single S.O. or
S.P.O. is problematic.  A logical choice might seem to be an objective such as – Reduced
Incidence of Trafficking of Young Women from the Ukraine.  However, this is a long term
goal and until better data collection and statistical systems are in place in BOTH the Ukraine and
the receiving countries, it will be impossible to establish whether fewer or greater numbers of
women are being trafficked.   In addition, it is likely that both the justice system and the
economy will need to be more responsive to the needs of the population before significant
headway can be made vis-à-vis decreasing trafficking.

Objectives related to the legal component of the strategy might consist of the following:

• Improved legal and regulatory framework
• Strengthened enforcement of Statute 124 and related provisions of the criminal code and

international human rights treaties

An objective, which might tie the above two objectives together in one, could be “Strengthened
Legal Protections against Trafficking.”  It would be defined in the two senses stated above.

We do not suggest that the mission adopt an objective related to reduced impunity for traffickers,
increased prosecutions or the like.  These are difficult objectives to achieve in a two-three year
time frame with a very limited amount of funding, even if one considers the roles played by other
donors and the host government.

Performance indicators or methods of monitoring progress for the legal program should be
worked out with the implementers, so that they have some ownership for the monitoring system
and are more likely to find the data of use.  We propose the following:

1.  Monitor changes in the legal and regulatory framework by assessing changes achieved
versus changes sought.  It may also be advantageous to develop a milestone scale to track
changes since some will take longer than the project period to achieve.  See the milestone
scale presented in Annex C of the Handbook on Indicators for Democracy and Governance
Programs, produced by the USAID Democracy Center.  The scale can be adapted by the
implementers to fit conditions in the Ukraine.

2. Assess cases which are investigated and brought to trial (or not brought to trial) in the target
oblasts and/or in those oblasts receiving some attention.   Careful thought will need to be
given to setting up this kind of qualitative analysis.  We are not proposing reporting by
anecdote.  In some instances, particularly where there has been no progress or limited
progress, it may be difficult to find out what has happened.  What we would hope to see over
time is that the government is taking such cases seriously and treating them appropriately.
However, if returned victims are not willing to come forward to testify, progress may be
limited.  The expectation is that if the legal system begins to show that it can protect rights,
more women will be willing to register a complaint about their vicitimization.
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Lower level performance measures would be needed, not simply at the outputs level (numbers
trained, number of workshops, study tours, etc.) but of

• benchbooks being used;
• new skills applied;
• NGO advocacy strengthened (see also the advocacy index in Annex C of the democracy

indicators handbook – it can be simplified or adapted);
• new procedures adopted; and
• the like.

Again, it is vital to involve the implementers in developing such measures for tracking progress.
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ANNEX A BUDGETS FOR THE LEGAL COMPONENT

Two budgets are attached.  One is for a thirty month program, with a cost of roughly 1.55 million
USD.  The other is for a three year program at a cost of approximately 1.76 million USD.  These
costs do not include the provision of $75,000 - $100,000 to the commercial law project for work
on truth in advertising laws.

The two programs (the 30 and the 36 month) are essentially the same.  The longer program
obviously accomplishes more but at an added cost.  We would anticipate that efforts in the two
replication oblasts would be less intensive in a 30 month program as opposed to the 36 month
program.  If the mission needs to drop the cost further, a two year project could be designed,
with a probable cost of around 1.35 million.

Both budgets assume that the cost of trafficking-related activities are paid for with trafficking
monies.  If, on the other hand, more direct support for activities (i.e., legal reform efforts) can be
provided by the vehicle selected (the rule of law contract, for example), then it would be possible
to reduce trafficking costs by that amount.

Both budgets presume that the costs of office space, equipment (with the exception of the
purchase of one computer and computer rental for consultants), utilities, office backstopping and
accounting support, and supervision can be provided via another vehicle.  There are not funds
currently to support these costs.  Adding these costs might require supplemental funding of
roughly $47,200 in year one, $40,500 in year two, and $47,200 in year three (if the program runs
for three full years).  These sums include G&A and profit calculations.  The costs could be lower
if the office is based outside of Kyiv.

Both budgets include a profit line item.  If the mission chooses to issue an RFA or an RFP for
non-profits, than this line item can be deleted.

The overhead rate used in both budgets is 30%.  G&A is estimated at 12%.  Some organizations
will apply higher overhead and G&A rates.  The former is unlikely to be higher than 35%, while
the latter would probably not exceed 14%.

A second computer, a printer and database software have been included for provision to
whatever entity keeps the case database.
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Draft Trafficking Legal Design Budget Draft 2:  Saturday

[Contract Number]

3 year budget: 2000-2002

###
BUDGET

Year I Year II Year III
Item No. Unit Daily Rate Amount Amount Amount Subtotal

1.  Labor
Staff

One Ukrainian expert 260.0 days 69.23 18,000 18,900 19,845 56,745

Staff Fringe @ 30% of Labor
One Ukrainian expert 5,400.00 5,670.00 5,953.00 17,023

Consultants
5 person months US/annum 110.0 days 385.00 42,350 42,350 42,350 127,050
4 person months Ukrainian/annum 88.0 days 75.00 6,600 6,600 6,600 19,800

       Sub-total Labor and Fringe: 220,618

 2. OVERHEAD ON LABOR and FRINGE (30% of Item 1) 66,185

 3. TRAVEL, TRANSPORTATION, PER DIEM
Air
International

Chicago-Kyiv-Chicago 6 round trips $2,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 36,000
Kyiv-Budapest 4 roundtrips 3,952 3,952
Kyiv - Warsaw 9 roundtrips 2,019 4,038 6,057

Domestic
22/annum @ $300/trip 22 roundtrips 6,600 6,600 6,600 19,800

Over
land

Airport Transport, US 6 roundtrips 560 560 560 560 1,680

Airport Transport, Abroad varied roundtrips 40 480 320 400 1,200
Local Travel, US 4 days 15 60 60 60 180
Local Travel, Abroad 40 days 10 400 400 400 1,200

Per Diem
International/Destination

Budapest @ $201/day 16 days 3,216 3,216
Warsaw @ $238 24 days 5,712 5,712

Domestic
Kyiv @ $216 100 days/yr 21,600 21,600 21,600 64,800
Other Ukraine @ $168/day 100 days/yr 16,800 16,800 16,800 50,400

       Sub-total Travel, Transportation, Per Diem: 194,197
 4. OTHER DIRECT COSTS

Grants to NGOs for Advocacy and
Training

40,000 50,000 30,000 120,000

Medex Insurance 110 days $20.55/mo 105.00 105.00 105.00 315
DBA Insurance @ 1.84% of daily rate 110 days 779 779 779 2,337
Pre-departure expenses 4 people 150.00 600 600 600 1,800
Exchange fees and exit taxes 4 people 50.00 200 200 200 600
Communications (US) year 250.00 250 250 250 750
Communications (field) year 300.00 300 300 300 900
Computers 2 3,000.00 6,000 6,000
Printer 1 500.00 500 500
Computer Rental 8 week 150.00 1,200 1,200 1,200 3,600
Courier Service/Fedex (US) 4 packages 16.00 64 64 64 192
Courier Service/Fedex (field) 4 packages 75.00 300 300 300 900
Document Reproduction (US) 1500 pages 0.06 90 90 90 270
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Document Reproduction (field) 4000 pages 0.15 600 600 600 1,800
Benchbook 3000 copies 25.00 75,000 75,000
Training Manuals 400 binders 20.00 8,000 8,000
Workshops @ $5000 each 25 workshops 5,000.00 40,000 40,000 45,000 125,000
International Conference 85,000 85,000
Translation International Treaties 500 pages 5.00 2,500 2,500
Indexing of Treaties 500 pages 5.00 2,500 2,500
Printing of Treaties 500 copies 3.30 1,650 1,650
Interpretation 1800 hrs 12.00 7,200 7,200 7,200 21,600
Excess Baggage (Workshop Materials) 6 boxes 125.00 750 750
Computer Software set 500.00 500
Other

       Subtotal ODCs: 462,464

 5. G&A (12% of Items 1 through 4) 113,216

 6. Fee (5% of Items 1 through 5) 52,834

 7.  TOTAL $1,766,175.00

NB:  Not included above is $75,000-$100,000 for the commercial law project to assess/improve advertising laws vis-à-vis consumer protections.
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Draft Trafficking Legal Design Budget Draft 3:  Sunday
[Contract Number]
2.5 year budget: 2000-2002
###
BUDGET

Year I Year II
Year III

(6 months)
Item No. Unit Daily Rate Amount Amount Amount Subtotal

1.  Labor
Staff

One Ukrainian expert 260.0 days 69.23 18,000 18,900 9,923 46,823

Staff Fringe @ 30% of Labor
One Ukrainian expert 5,400.00 5,670.00 2,976.50 14,047

Consultants
5 person months US/annum 110.0 days 385.00 42,350 42,350 21,175 105,875
4 person months Ukrainian/annum 88.0 days 75.00 6,600 6,600 3,300 16,500

day
       Sub-total Labor and Fringe: 183,245

 2. OVERHEAD ON LABOR and FRINGE (30% of Item 1) 54,974

 3. TRAVEL, TRANSPORTATION, PER DIEM
Air
International

Chicago-Kyiv-Chicago 6 roundtrips $2,000 12,000 12,000 6,000 30,000
Kyiv-Budapest 4 roundtrips 3,952 3,952
Kyiv - Warsaw 9 roundtrips 2,019 4,038 6,057

Domestic
22/annum @ $300/trip 22 roundtrips 6,600 6,600 3,300 16,500

Overl
and

Airport Transport, US 6 roundtrips 560 560 560 280 1,400

Airport Transport, Abroad varie
d

roundtrips 40 480 320 120 920

Local Travel, US 4 days 15 60 60 30 150
Local Travel, Abroad 40 days 10 400 400 200 1,000

Per Diem
International/Destination

Budapest @ $201/day 16 days 3,216 3,216
Warsaw @ $238 24 days 5,712 5,712

Domestic
Kyiv @ $216 100 days/yr 21,600 21,600 10,800 54,000
Other Ukraine @ $168/day 100 days/yr 16,800 16,800 8,400 42,000

       Sub-total Travel, Transportation, Per Diem: 164,907
 4. OTHER DIRECT COSTS

Grants to NGOs for Advocacy and Training 40,000 50,000 20,000 110,000
Medex 110 days 20.55/mo 105.00 105.00 53.00 263
DBA @ 1.84% 110 days 779 779 390 1,948
Pre-departure expenses 4 people 150.00 600 600 300 1,500
Exchange fees and exit taxes 4 people 50.00 200 200 100 500
Communications (US) year 250.00 250 250 125 625
Communications (field) year 300.00 300 300 150 750
Computers 2 3,000.00 6,000 6,000
Printer 1 500.00 500 500
Computer Rental 8 week 150.00 1,200 1,200 600 3,000
Courier Service/Fedex (US) 4 packages 16.00 64 64 32 160
Courier Service/Fedex (field) 4 packages 75.00 300 300 150 750
Document Reproduction (US) 1500 pages 0.06 90 90 45 225
Document Reproduction (field) 4000 pages 0.15 600 600 300 1,500
Benchbook 3000 copies 25.00 75,000 75,000
Training Manuals 350 binders 20.00 7,000 7,000
Workshops @ $5000 each 20 workshop 5,000.00 40,000 40,000 20,000 100,000
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s
International Conference 85,000 85,000
Translation International Treaties 500 pages 5.00 2,500 2,500
Indexing of Treaties 500 pages 5.00 2,500 2,500
Printing of Treaties 500 copies 3.30 1,650 1,650
Interpretation 1800 hrs 12.00 7,200 7,200 3,700 18,100
Excess Baggage (Workshop Materials) 6 boxes 125.00 750 750
Computer Software set 500.00 500
Other

       Subtotal ODCs: 420,721

 5. G&A (12% of Items 1 through 4) 98,862

 6. Fee (5% of Items 1 through 5) 46,135

 7.  TOTAL $1,554,472.00

Not included above:  $75,000-$100,000 to USAID commercial law project to review/improve advertising law vis-à-vis consumer protections.
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ANNEX B ANALYSIS OF CURRENT CRIMINAL STATUTES IN UKRAINE AND
UNITED STATES  CONCERNING TRAFFICKING OF WOMEN AND
CHILDREN FOR PROSTITUTION

A.  Current Law in Ukraine - Article 124

The current criminal statute in Ukraine governing trafficking of women and children for
prostitution became effective on March 24, 1998.  LS No. 058843 is entitled “Law of Ukraine:
On Amendments to Certain Legislation of Ukraine in Connection with the Enactment of the Law
of Ukraine, ‘Amendments and Supplements to the Marriage and Family Code of Ukraine’,” and
it addresses both the problem of illegal adoptions and trafficking in human beings.  The portion
relevant to trafficking creates Article 124 of the Penal Code of Ukraine, entitled “Trafficking in
Human Beings.”  This provision creates three new offenses:

The first offense contains six elements:

1.  the overt or covert possession of a human being,
2.  with or without legal or illegal transportation,
3.  with or without the person’s consent,
4.  across the national border of Ukraine,
5.  for subsequent sale or other paid transfer
6.  for the purpose of sexual exploitation, use in the pornography industry,
involvement in criminal activity, indentured labor, adoption for commercial
purposes, use in armed conflicts, or exploitation of his labor.

Overall, Article 124 is sufficient in several respects, but some further refinement would
likely improve its usefulness to Ukrainian prosecutors.  The statute covers a broad range of
activities concerning the transportation of individuals across the Ukrainian border.  It is not
limited to trafficked individuals within a certain age range, and it covers trafficking activities for
any commercial purpose.  Such breadth  permits prosecutors to charge Article 124 violations for
a wide range of criminal activities and for trafficking schemes operating under many guises.  The
critical problem with Article 124, however, appears to be its failure to define specifically several
key terms.  For example, it does not define what acts may constitute “possession” of a human
being for purposes of the first element, and it does not define the acts that may constitute a “sale”
or “paid transfer” for purposes of the fifth element.  In addition, it does not define the phrases
“sexual exploitation” or “exploitation of his labor” as used in the sixth element, and it fails to
define what acts might qualify as “use in the pornography industry” for the same element.
Legislative history, including a record of any floor debates held in the Rada that might have
preceded adoption of this legislation, would illuminate the intent of the legislature in these
important areas.  We do not know whether other areas of the Criminal Code contain these
definitions or whether case law would provide some interpretation.  A clearer reading of the
legislature’s intent would permit the likely decrease in the number of challenges brought by
criminal defendants charged with 124 violations before trial or after conviction, and it would
greatly enhance the prosecution’s ability to defeat such challenges when raised.

The penalty for violation of this provision is a period of imprisonment of three to eight
years.  No reference is made to specific sentencing factors or other guidelines which a sentencing
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court might consider in determining an appropriate sentence within this range for a violator of
Article 124.  The section provides for “confiscation of property”, but does not define the
conditions under which it may be ordered.  The concept is presumably similar to the American
principle of asset forfeiture, which is frequently ordered in U.S. federal courts concerning assets
owned by a convicted defendant that he has used to commit or facilitate the commission of an
offense of conviction.

The second offense contains the same principal elements but provides an enhanced
penalty of a period of imprisonment of five to ten years, also with the possibility of confiscation
of property, under certain aggravating conditions.  Such conditions obtain when the offense is
committed:

1.  in relation to a minor
2.  in relation to several persons
3.  repeatedly
4.  by prior agreement among a group of persons
5.  by abuse of an official position, or
6.  by a person on whom the victim was financially or otherwise dependent.

This section of the statute effectively enhances the penalties available to the prosecution and
court for a defendant who commits a violation under particularly egregious circumstances.  The
section fails to define the number and quality of acts that would constitute “repeated” behavior
under the third condition or “prior agreement among a group of persons” under the fourth
condition.  Again, pertinent legislative history would clarify the intent of the legislature in these
areas.

The third offense contains the same principal elements but provides an additional
enhanced penalty of a period of imprisonment of eight to fifteen years, also with the possibility
of confiscation of property, under the most serious aggravating conditions.  Such conditions
obtain when the offense is committed:

1.  by an organized group
2.  in connection with the illegal removal of children across the border or with
failure to return them to Ukraine
3.  for the purpose of removing organs or tissues from the victim for
transplantation or forced donation, or
4.  causes serious consequences.

This portion of the statute also effectively enhances the available penalties, but it fails to define
the size and characteristics that would mark an “organized group” under the first condition and it
does not define the nature of “serious consequences” under the fourth condition.  Pertinent
legislative history would clarify these areas.

While clarification of its language in the ways described above would strengthen Article
124, its enactment is a significant and laudable event marking Ukraine’s commitment to
combating international trafficking of human beings for prostitution.  One option is to track
prosecutions brought under 124 for a couple of years prior to launching an effort to amend it so
that any amendments enacted are based on actual experience working with the statute.  With that
experience, amendments are more likely to fix the most serious problems.
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B.  Current Law in the United States

An analysis of current US laws pertaining to trafficking could at some point be useful to
those reviewing the adequacy of Statute 124.

The U.S. Code contains several provisions that can apply to matters involving the
international trafficking of women and children for prostitution.  The first statute described
below applies to alien importation.  The second set of statutes, beginning with Title 18, U.S.
Code, Section 1581, apply to slavery and peonage.  The third set of statutes, beginning with
Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 2421, concern transportation of any individuals for sexual
exploitation.

In addition, the Department of Justice has endorsed a bill currently pending in Congress
that would create a new statute directly intended to apply to trafficking in human beings for
purposes of sexual victimization or labor exploitation.  The Comprehensive Anti-Trafficking in
Persons Act of 1999 would apply to matters in which the labor or service of a victim is obtained
through the use of mental coercion as well as force or legal coercion.  The Act would also create
a new, limited class of nonimmigrant material witness visas to be granted to victims of
trafficking crimes pending trial of their cases in the U.S.  Such provision would also grant the
Attorney General discretion to convert nonimmigrants to permanent status when it is justified on
humanitarian grounds or is otherwise in the national interest.

A brief description of each current statute follows.

A.  Title 8, U.S. Code, Section 1328 - Importation of Alien for Immoral Purpose

This section creates three offenses.  The first offense prohibits:

1.  the direct or indirect importation or attempted importation in the United States
2.  of any alien
3.  for the purpose of prostitution, or for any other immoral purpose

The second offense prohibits:

1.  holding or attempting to hold
2.  any alien
3.  for any such immoral purpose
4.  in pursuit of such illegal importation

The third offense prohibits:

1.  the keeping or controlling
2.  in any place
3.  of any alien
4.  for any immoral purpose
5.  in pursuit of such illegal importation
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All of these offenses carry a sentence of up to 10 years imprisonment, and the trial of
these offenses may occur in any federal judicial district into which an alien is brought or the
crime is otherwise committed.  Section 1328 also permits the testimony of one spouse to be used
against another spouse in the trial of an action brought under this section.

B.  Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 1581- Peonage and obstructing enforcement

This section prohibits:

1.  the holding or returning
2.  of any person
3.  to a condition of peonage

It also prohibits:

1.  the arrest
2.  of any person
3.  with the intent of placing or returning him into peonage

Under 1581 (b), any individual who obstructs or attempts to obstruct enforcement of
these two provisions may be prosecuted as a violator of 1581.  Both offenses carry sentences of
up to10 years of imprisonment.

Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 1582 - Vessels for slave trade

This statute prohibits:

1.  preparing or sending
2.   any vessel
3.  out of any place within the US
4.  for the purpose of procuring any person from any foreign country
5.  to be transported and held, sold, or otherwise disposed of as a slave, or held to
service or labor

This offense carries a sentence of up to 7 years of imprisonment.

Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 1583 - Enticement into slavery

This statute contains two offenses.  The first offense prohibits:

1.  the kidnapping or carrying away
2.  of any other person
3.  with the intent that such person be sold into involuntary servitude or held as a

slave

The second offense proscribes:

1.  the enticement or inducement
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2.  of any other person
3.  to go to any place with the intent that he may be made or held as a slave
4.  or sent out of the country to be made or held as a slave

Both offenses carry a sentence of up to 10 years of imprisonment.

Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 1584 - Sale into involuntary servitude

This offense prohibits:

1.  the knowing and willful holding to involuntary servitude, or
2.  sale into any condition of involuntary servitude
3.  of any person
4.  for any term, or
5.  bringing to within the U.S. any person so held

This offense carries a sentence of up to 10 years of imprisonment.

Other U.S. statutes covering slavery and peonage are Sections 1585, 1586, 1587 and
1588, which all concern slave trade conducted aboard ships.  Enacted in 1948, those laws were
intended to address the use of maritime vessels to transport slaves.  Because the modern-day
trafficking of women and children for prostitution occurs chiefly by other means of
transportation, those sections are not relevant.

C.  Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 2421 - Transportation generally

This offense prohibits:

1.  the knowing transport or attempted transport
2.  of any person
3.  in interstate or foreign commerce
4.  with intent that person engage in prostitution or any sexual activity for which
any person can be criminally charged

This offense carries a sentence of up to 10 years of imprisonment.

Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 2422 (a) and (b) - Coercion and enticement

This statute contains two offenses.  The first offense bars:

1.  the knowing persuasion, enticement, or coercion, or attempt to do so
2.  of any person
3.  to travel in interstate or foreign commerce
4.  to engage in prostitution or any sexual activity for which any person can be
criminally charged
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This offense carries a sentence of up to 10 years of imprisonment.  The second offense
bars:

1.  the knowing persuasion, enticement, or coercion, or attempt to do so
2.  by means of any facility of interstate or foreign commerce
3.  of any person under the age of 18 to engage in prostitution or any sexual
activity for which any person can be criminally charged

This offense carries a sentence of up to 15 years of imprisonment.

Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 2423 (a) - Transportation of minors

This offense bars:

1.  the knowing transportation, or attempt to do so
2.  of any person under the age of 18
3.  in interstate or foreign commerce
4.  with intent that person engage in prostitution or any sexual activity for which
any person can be criminally charged

This offense carries a sentence of up to 15 years of imprisonment.

Drafted by Joseph S. Gerbasi, DOJ
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ANNEX C THE IMPORTANCE OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN
COMBATING TRAFFICKING OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN FROM
UKRAINE FOR PROSTITUTION

Traffickers of women and children for sexual and labor exploitation have shown an
increasing inclination towards using international channels to exploit the global market for
prostitution and indentured servitude.  This growing international criminal threat demands a
concerted international response in order to reduce trafficking and send to organizations and
individuals engaged in trafficking a clear message that they will not find safe havens in the
international community.  It is incumbent upon law enforcement authorities in popular source,
transit, and destination countries to work together to detect, prosecute and punish those who
perpetrate this crime.

Greater cooperation and exchange of information among nations where traffickers and
trafficking organizations operate is essential to successfully investigating and prosecuting
trafficking crimes, and it should be encouraged at all levels of law enforcement and prosecution
agencies.  Several tools of international cooperation frequently used in criminal legal matters
should be applied to this problem in Ukraine:

C Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLAT)

C MLATS permit law enforcement agents and prosecutors to obtain
important information, such as witness statements and testimony, bank
records, and other financial records from foreign countries directly in a
reliable and timely manner.  MLATS also permit the search and seizure of
people and things in foreign countries.  Obtaining such information
quickly can be critical to developing a successful case against a trafficker.

C The recently-implemented MLAT between Ukraine and the United States
should be used to the fullest extent to supply law enforcement and
prosecutors in both countries with more information concerning (1)
organizations and individuals who traffick Ukrainian women and children
to the United States and (2) Ukrainian trafficking victims located in the
United States.

C The Government of Ukraine (GOU) should be encouraged to negotiate
new MLATS with key transit and destination countries such as Poland,
Czech Republic, Italy, France, Germany, Turkey, Greece, the Netherlands
and Belgium.

C Interpol

C Ukraine is an Interpol member nation, and the Ministry of Interior should
utilize Interpol to exchange information on trafficking with key transit and
destination countries.  Evidence such as individual criminal histories,
immigration-related information, and business/corporate information can
be obtained by request through Interpol.
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C Protocol of Cooperation Between Ministers

C The Ministry of Interior has used a Protocol of Cooperation Between
Ministers to provide investigative assistance to British law enforcement
authorities investigating a trafficking matter involving Ukrainian women.
This tool should be used more frequently to provide and obtain such
assistance when appropriate.

C Extradition

C Extradition treaties permit the swift transfer of a charged or convicted
criminal from a foreign country to the requesting country.  Ukraine does
not currently have an extradition treaty with the United States.  The GOU
should negotiate extradition treaties with key transit and destination
countries with whom Ukraine has not already negotiated such agreements.

C Extradition treaties would permit Ukraine to proceed swiftly to trial in
Ukraine against Ukrainian traffickers who have been charged with
violations of Article 124 but who, because of the transnational activities
that traffickers carry out in order to perpetrate this crime, may be
physically located in other countries.  New extradition treaties negotiated
by the GOU should either explicitly include trafficking violations as an
extraditable offense or should contain "dual criminality" provisions which
permit extradition for acts deemed criminal offenses in both the requesting
and responding country.

C Training

C Law enforcement and prosecution-oriented seminars and workshops
currently coordinated by the Department of State/INL and Department of
Justice/OPDAT/ICITAP should include a comprehensive anti-trafficking
component in order to raise awareness of the global trafficking problem, to
encourage transnational information-sharing and sharing of best practices
on trafficking cases, and to spur prosecutions in source, transit and
destination countries.  These seminars would also support the creation of
positive informal relations among law enforcement agents and prosecutors
working on trafficking matters.

C Idea for New Program

C Law enforcement and prosecution agencies in source, transit and
destination countries should be encouraged to create and fund programs
under which police officers and prosecutors can travel to another country
for a specified period of time, become officially cross-designated as
special agents or special prosecutors in the host country, and work on
active investigations and prosecutions in that country.  Law enforcement
agents from a source country would be particularly effective assisting with
undercover operations in a destination country that involve victims from
the source country to whom the specially-designated agents could speak in
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their common language.  Such program would benefit law enforcement
and prosecution agencies in both countries by providing the participants
with valuable practical experience learning how other nations combat the
trafficking problem.

Law enforcement agents and prosecutors should be encouraged to employ these tools to
exchange  (1) case-specific information in order to initiate and further individual investigations
(2) broader information on trafficking patterns and trends and (3) information on the role of
organized criminal groups in trafficking operations.  Greater sharing of key information between
law enforcement agents and prosecutors in various countries fighting the trafficking problem will
ultimately lead to better investigations and more effective prosecutions.

Drafted by Joseph S. Gerbasi, DOJ
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ANNEX D LIST OF INTERVIEWS

US Government:

USAID:
Sylvia Babb, USAID/Kyiv
David Black, G/DG
Valeries Estes, ENI/W
Earl Gast, USAID/Kyiv
Sherry Grossman, ENI/W
Cate Johnson, ENI/W
Pat Liefert, ENI/W
Lydia Matiaszek, USAID/Kyiv
Donna Nails, USAID/Kyiv
Bert Orem, USAID/Kyiv
Oleksander Piscon, USAID/Kyiv
Judy Schumacher, USAID/Kyiv
Tatiana Timoshenko, USAID, Kyiv

President’s Inter-Agency Council on Trafficking in Women:
Anita Botti, Deputy Director

INL/DOS:
Carla Menares-Bury

State ENE Coordinator’s Office:
Lorraine Predham

US Embassy:
Walter Sulzynsky, RLA

PSA, US Embassy (formerly USIS):
Oleg Bastufhof

Others in Washington, D.C.:
Louise Shelley, American University
Ann Jordan, International Human Rights Law Group

Other Donors in Ukraine:

Office of the Commissioner for Federal Judicial Affairs, Canada
Suzanne Lebbe-Malone, Director

IOM:
Steve Cook, Director
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OESC:
Igor Bosc, Director of the Ukraine office
Jill Thompson, Adviser on Trafficking Issues

Government of Ukraine:

Ministry of Internal Affairs:
Vasyl Nevolya, Deputy Head of Interpol
Alexander Chemenko, Head of Administration of Criminal Investigation
Anatoly Udod, Chief of General Department of Criminal Investigations
Zaharia Metrol, Unit Chief, Ministry of Interior
Mikhail Lebed, Chief Criminal Investigator

Ministry of Justice:
Sergei Poligi, Chief of Department of Legislation and Defense
Grigory Rouchon, Assistant Chief
Other department chiefs of Ministry of Justice

Ministry of Labor:
Olga Kovakhuck

Ministry of Education:
Irina Turlow

Human Rights Ombudsman’s Office:
Irina Turgolayova, special adviser

NGOs in Kiev:

La Strada:
Katarina Levchenko, Coordinator
Oksana Horbunova

Ukrainian Women’s Social and Educational Center, Kyiv
Halyna Lemets, Director
Olga Schevet
Natalia Skrynnyk, Director of Courses

Ukraine Legal Foundation:
Halyna Freeland, Director

USAID Projects:

Winrock:
Marta Baziuk, Trafficking Coordinator
Natalka Samolevska, Violence Prevention Coordinator
Lydmula Bezsonova, Economic Development Program Coordinator
Maria Shkarlat, Attorney
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Olena Kustova, Attorney

ARD/Checchi Project:
Petro Matiaszek, former Deputy Director (now Director of the Poland-America-Ukraine
Cooperation Initiative)

American International Health Alliance:
Alyona Gerasimova, Deputy Regional Director

ABA-CEELI:
Nancy Splain, Director
Deborah Wilkinson
Andrea Godfried

Freedom House:
John Kubiniek, Director

Market Reform Education Project:
Marta Kolomayets, Director

Internews:
Oles Sanin
Sybil Berzeg, Director

IREX:
Tim O’Conner

Private Firms:

KISS:
Staff involved in the current study on problems faced by women

McDonald’s:
Karen Bishop, Managing Director

Radioactive Productions:
Darko Skulsky, Partner

Field Visits:

Kharkiv:
Vasily Y. Tatsy, Rector, Yaroslav Mudrost National Law Academy
Vladimir Vladimirovich Stashis, Vice-Rector of the Law Academy
Vladimir Vacilovich Krivobok, Procurator-General or Kharkiv oblast with five assistant
procurators
Olexandra Rudneva, Director, Kharkiv Center for Women’s Studies
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Stewart Ferency, Senior Advisor, Kharkiv Regional Initiative
Natalya Sheveljova and Olga Biletska, Zhinocha Hromada (trafficking hotline)
Elena Slobodskaya, businesswoman and director of NGO
Larisa Kulakova, Luda Kedova and staff of the World of Women Association (crisis center for
women)
Director, Bereginya (association of women in Kharkiv)
Nadya Plyasova, Director of the Institute of Social Entrepreneurship
Yelena Markoyan, Coordinator of the Club of Women Interfering in Politics
Olga Kovtun, Hope (Kharkiv City women’s NGO)
Larisa Kondak, NewBiznet
Olga Kashulovna, professor of sociology at Kharkiv university (worked on the IOM study)
Yaroslav xx, Director of Unemployment Office (one of 9 such offices in Kharkiv oblast or
rayon)
Elinora xx, Kharkiv City Women’s Foundation

Donetsk:
Viktor Shonka, Head of Procuracy in Donetsk region.  Also attending meeting were Heads of
Militia, Security Service, Ministry of Internal Affairs, and Federal Police in Donetsk region.
Also attending were chief assistants and chief deputies of Procuracy, Militia, Security Service,
Internal Affairs Ministry and Federal Police for Donetsk.
Lydia Batavenko, oblast Department of Justice (representative to Venera, an NGO)
Vladimir Nestertsov and Alexander Zubanov, Partnership for Integrity
Ninel Kovalenko, Venera
Ludmila Gorova and Nadia Kopatko, Business and Professional Women’s League (Winrock)
Natalia Kostenko and other staff, Oblast State Administration for Youth, Families and Tourism
Ludmila Grachova, Head Advocate for Women’s Business (MSI program)
Hannah Dyasenko, Chief of Staff, Mayor’s Office, Donetsk
Director of the Donetsk Medical Institute

Lviv:
NewBiznet
Luba Maksymovitch, Women for Women Center
Oleksandra Sluzhynska, Salus
Igor Gnat, Lviv Regional Center for Social Adaptation
Yaroslava Sorokopud, Young Women’s Gender Center

NB:  The team tried but was unable to obtain appointments with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs;
Deputy Karamazin, the head of the crime and corruption committee in the Rada (due to the
pending election); the Chief Procurator of Kherson (involved in prosecuting a trafficking case
recently); the Procurator-General, and others in the Ministry of Justice.
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ANNEX E MATRIX OF ORGANIZATIONS WORKING IN TRAFFICKING16

A.  Programs supported by the Government of the United States, the European Union or international organizations.

Funder/Implementing
Partner(s)/Contact

Program Location Year(s)

INL Cooperative agreement for Winrock to do training on
trafficking in women and domestic violence.  Between 180
and 200 people who represent NGOs and law enforcement
agencies will be trained per year.  Training will probably
be conducted in the oblasts which have a Trafficking
Prevention Center.

Primarily
Dnipropetrovsk,
Donetsk and
Lviv oblasts

1999-2001

USAID & Winrock

Ms Marta Baziuk
tel.: (380 44) 229-6543

Winrock Programs
Three local women's centers, in Dnipropetrovsk, Donetsk
and Lviv; have been established to provide services and
local outreach to women.  Each center runs a Job Skills
Training Program and a Violence Prevention Program
under which a crisis hot-line is maintained.  Legal
consultations as well as referral services to medical,
psychological and educational facilities are also provided.
Public awareness activities include organization of and
participation in seminars, roundtables and conferences,
distribution of materials, cooperation with the media and
training sessions.

Kyiv,
Dnipropetrovsk,
Donetsk and
Lviv

1998-2000

USAID

Ms Sibel Berzeg
Project Director
tel.: (380 44) 458-4440, 41

Internews
Training broadcast journalists to produce quality radio and
television.  Also produce radio and television programs,
addressing current and priority issues (including trafficking
in women) for distribution to and broadcast by regional
media outlets.

Kyiv 1999-2001

USAID UMREP Kyiv 1999-2001
                                                
16 This matrix is based on interviews with programs, organizations and government representatives which were conducted by the assessment team in Kyiv, Donetsk,
Kharkiv and Lviv.  It is not been developed to represent all activity in Ukraine which addresses trafficking in women - either on the national or NGO level,.
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Ms Marta Kolomayets
Team Leader

Production of quality and informative television and radio
broadcasts which focus on economic development/reform
as well as social issues.  These broadcasts include women's
issues under their platform.  Also

Press club
centers in each
oblast

Funder/Implementing
Partner(s)/Contact

Program Location Year(s)

tel.: (380 44) 490-6988 hold weekly press clubs in Kyiv and monthly press clubs
throughout Ukraine's regions.

USAID

Ms Donna Nails
tel.: (380 44) 462-5678, 79, 80,
81

NewBizNet Centers
Provide trainings to promote small and private
entrepreneurship, small and medium business development
and business skills development.  Conduct seminars on job
search and resume writing.

15 centers
throughout
Ukraine

Ongoing

USAID (through NewBizNet)

Ms Donna Nails
tel.: (380 44) 462-5678, 79, 80,
81

NewBizNet - Resume Databank
Have over 1000 resumes from people aged 16 to 33 years,
about 50% of these are from women.  Of these 200
obtained jobs in one year.

Lviv Ongoing

USAID/Kiev's Business
Development Division, EBRD

Ms Donna Nails
tel.: (380 44) 462-5678, 79, 80,
81

NewBizNet Centers and Business Incubator Projects
targets women in its enterprise development and credit
activities, integrating gender considerations into business
development activities and collecting sex-aggregated data
to monitor results.

Kyiv, Kharkiv,
Lviv, Donetsk

Ongoing

USAID

Ms Grace Warnecke
tel.: (380 44) 229-6543

Women's Economic Empowerment (WEE) Program
Addresses the needs of Ukrainian women for job skills and
entrepreneurship training, self-employment, savings
groups, and access to financing.  Trainings in each of the
three Women's Business Support Centers in Donetsk,
Ivano-Frankivsk and Kharkiv include job skills and small
business know-how.  Credit is provided to successful
training participants through local credit unions.

Donetsk, Ivano-
Frankivsk and
Kharkiv

1999

USAID American International Health Alliance Kyiv, Lviv and Ongoing
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Aloya Gerasimova
tel.: (340 44) 228-5375

Women's Wellness Centers provide clinical and
educational services in an ambulatory care facility,
including early detection, through screening and disease
prevention and health promotion services.  Centers also
assist patients to make informed decisions about their
health an lifestyle.

Odesa

PAS (USIS)

Mr. Oleh Pastukhov
tel.: (380 44) 213-2532, 9138

Training workshops on prevention of trafficking in women,
in Ukraine, for Russian law enforcement officials, scholars
and policy makers.

Throughout
Ukraine

2000
Preliminary
workshop held in
Kyiv in October
1999

Funder/Implementing
Partner(s)/Contact

Program Location Year(s)

PAS (USIS)

Mr. Oleh Pastukhov
tel.: (380 44) 213-2532, 9138

Training of trainers seminars on human rights standards for
victims of trafficking to be conducted by an expert from
the Washington Law Enforcement Group.

Kyiv and
Kharkiv

November 1999

USAID/IRF 17

Ms Marta Baziuk
tel.: (380 44) 229-6543

Ms Natalia Karbowska
tel.: (380 44) 216-32-97

Winrock/IRF
Competitive seed grants program which supports local
NGO projects for increasing public awareness of
trafficking in women, increasing economic opportunities
for women, decreasing violence against women, and
increasing the capacity of rural women's NGOs.

Throughout
Ukraine

2000

United States Peace Corps in
Ukraine

Ms Zhana Perkhomenka
tel.: (380 44) 220-1183

Activities addressing trafficking in women and other issues
include roundtables, conferences and the dissemination of
information by volunteers at their sites and the facilitation
of gender workshops at summer camps in the region.  A
Gender in Development Council coordinates the efforts of
the Peace Corps with regards to gender issues.

Throughout
Ukraine

Ongoing

European Union (Dutch) Training of civil judges with a focus on court management Kyiv 2000

                                                
17 International Renaissance Foundation
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Supreme Court of Ukraine and administration.
International Organization for
Migration (IOM)
OSCE ODIHR18

Ms Natalka Kocan (IOM)
tel.:  (380 44) 490-5680, 81, 82

Providing technical assistance to support a National
Council against trafficking which has been established
under the Office of the Ombudsman of Ukraine.  The aim
of this project is to assist with building an institutional
response to trafficking in women.  Activities to be
facilitated and coordinated under the auspices of this
program focus on awareness raising, information collection
and exchange, legislative review and judicial training.

Kyiv and
receiving
countries of
trafficked
Ukrainian
women

1999

IOM
OSCE/ODIHR

Exchange between Ukrainian and Polish Border Services
to assist the Ukrainian border service with institutional
reforms; to introduce human rights and legal training into
the curriculum of the Ukrainian Border Academy, and; to
increase cross-border co-operation between the

Ukraine
(including Kyiv
and
Khmelnytsky)
and Poland

Funder/Implementing
Partner(s)/Contact

Program Location Year(s)

Mr. Igor Bosc (OSCE)
tel.: (380 44) 228-1031

Mr. Stephen Cook (IOM)
tel.:  (380 44) 490-5680, 81, 82

border services of Ukraine and Poland (including
combating trafficking in human beings).

IRF

Ms Natalia Karbowska
tel.: (380 44) 216-32-97

Empowerment for Education Program
Seminars on leadership, gender issues, violence prevention
and trafficking in women are conducted by NGOs.

Throughout
Ukraine

Ongoing

World Bank
KISS19

This study surveys the problems faced by women;
including domestic violence, sexual harassment and
trafficking.

Throughout
Ukraine

1999

OSCE
Supreme Court of Ukraine

Training for 80 Supreme Court Judges and travelling
seminars for judges at the regional level on general

Kyiv Ongoing

                                                
18 Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe/Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights
19 Kyiv Institute for Social Science Research
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Mr. Igor Bosc (OSCE)
tel.: (380 44) 228-1031

awareness of and application of international standards for
Human Rights

OSCE
Council of Europe
Ministry of Justice of Ukraine

Mr. Igor Bosc (OSCE)
tel.: (380 44) 228-1031

Providing technical assistance to the Ministry of Justice of
Ukraine and review of human rights legislation to ensure
compatibility with Council of Europe legislation and to
identify priorities for action based on gaps in existing
legislation.

Kyiv Ongoing

Polish-American-Ukraine
Cooperation Initiative

Mr. Petro Matiaszek
tel.: (380 44) 238-6868

Cooperative effort and exchange between Ukrainian and
Polish partners in two target areas of local self-government
and small business development.  Some possibility for
efforts addressing trafficking in women vis-a-vis
development models and small scale employment
generation.

Ukraine and
Poland

1999-2001

GSN
IOM
USAID

Documentary Films:
Bought and Sold (GSN)
In Search of Happiness Lost (IOM)
Ukrexport (IOM)

Throughout
Ukraine

Ongoing

Funder/Implementing
Partner(s)/Contact

Program Location Year(s)

Victim (USAID)
Distribution of copies of films throughtout Ukraine to
regional government offices, NGOs, schools, universities,
technical institutions and other educational institutions as
well as other interested organisations.

B.  Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) with activities that  focus on trafficking in women or related issues.
 

NGO Contact Activities City Financial Support
La Strada Ukraine Ms Kateryna

Levchenko
Ms Oksana Horbunova

Works solely on prevention of
trafficking in women and providing
assistance to victims of trafficking.

Kyiv Dutch Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, European
Union, Dutch Ministry of
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tel.: (380 44) 224-0446 Activities include organization of
seminars and lectures, legislative
advocacy, networking both in Ukraine
and internationally, return assistance
and rehabilitation of victims of
trafficking, and the operation of a hot-
line which provides counseling and
information to potential victims of
trafficking.

Justice, Novib, global
fund for Women and
Haella Foundation

State Center for
Employment,
Ministry of Labour and
Social Policy

Ms Olha Kovalchuk
tel.: (380 44) 220-4369

Assists with job development and
training.  Works with La Strada.

Kyiv N/A

Women's Employment
Center

Ms Helena Lemets
Ms Olga Shved
tel.: (380 44) 265-1672
       (380 44) 264-9778

Provides courses in English, computer
skills,  Ukrainian business and some
training in bookkeeping skills.  Also
assist women with resume writing and
interview skills.  Have plans to do
trainings  outside of Kyiv.

Kyiv,
Lviv,
other
cities
and
towns

Some funding from
Winrock

Business and
Professional Women's
League

Ms Ludmila Hohova
tel.: (380 062) 334-
3443,
       (380 062) 334-
2043

Training in self-esteem, leadership
development, job skills, job search, and
violence prevention.  Have had some
contact with victims of trafficking.

Donetsk Some funding from
Winrock

Venera (Donetsk City
Community Youth

Ms Ninel Kovalenko
(380 062) 335-9285

Local contact for La Strada Ukraine.
Telephone resource for job legitimacy
checking and

Donetsk European Union (Dutch),
IRF

NGO Contact Activities City Financial Support
Organization Venera) information about the dangers of

trafficking.
Bereginya Ms Lubov Chub

tel.: (380 572) 26-11-
19,

Women's Resource Center.  Support
services, such as counseling and legal
advice are provided to all women but

Kharkiv
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       (380 572) 12-83-14 particularly to victims of domestic
violence and trafficking.

Kharkiv Center for
Women's Studies

Ms Oleksandra
Rudnyeva
tel.: (380 572) 40-52-
85,
       (380 572) 40-53-43

Activities include a study of women's
unemployment, sexual harassment on
the job and gender discrimination.

Kharkiv Some funding from
Winrock

Zhinocha Hromada Dr. Natalia Sheveljova
Ms Olga Biletska
tel.: (380 572) 93-52-
37

Active NGO in Kharkiv whose
activities focus on trafficking in women,
domestic abuse and women's rights.
Operate a hot-line in Kharkiv one day
per week which serves the city of
Kharkiv and surrounding regions.
Conduct workshops throughout the
oblast in an effort to reach out to small
towns, youth and university students.
Include law schools and law
enforcement personnel in their
workshops.

Kharkiv Some funding from
Winrock

Community Center for
Self-Employment

Ms Lesia Dovhanyk
tel.: (380 322) 78-17-
59
       (380 322) 42-90-63
       (380 322) 72-12-18

Activities focus on promoting women's
development.  Resource Centre for
information about jobs and skills
training.

Lviv Some funding from
Winrock

Lviv Regional Center
for Social Adaptation

Mr Igor Gnat
(380 322) 75-10-51

Provides support to victims of domestic
violence in the form of psychological,
social and legal counseling, medical
assistance and other services.  Assist, if
funding available, Ukrainian victims of
trafficking to return home.

Lviv Some funding from
Caritas

Young Women's
Gender Center

Ms Yaroslava
Sorokopud
tel:  (380 322) 22-37-

Activities focus on women’s
development, particularly young
women.  Seminars and trainings address

Lviv Some funding from IRF
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71,
       (380 322) 22-18-62

gender issues, human rights, domestic
violence, trafficking in women, women
in leadership and other related issues.

SALUS Ms Oleksandra
Sluzhynska
tel.: (380 322) 34-32-
85

Provides medical screening (includes
pregnancy testing and gynecological
screening) and counseling services.
Their patients include sex

Lviv Some funding from
Counterpart

NGO Contact Activities City Financial Support
workers - both voluntary prostitutes and
trafficked women.  With support from
Counterpart Alliance they held a series
of weekly seminars for youth.  Issues
discussed at these seminars included
reproductive health and trafficking in
women.  Have also done radio programs
on AIDs awareness.

Vera Nadia Lubov Ms Tatiana Semikop
tel.: (380 482) 23-47-
67, 68

Seminars and distriution of information
on STD and AIDs.

Odesa

Maria Magdolena Ms Olena Bilukova
tel.: (380 482) 25-22-
35

NGO providing support and assistance
to prostitutes.

Odesa


